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CHAPTER I 
GENERAL BACKGROUND AND PRESENT CONTEXT 
OF SOVIET SOCIAL EDUCATION 
1. Objectives 
The ucual oversimpl:U'ied statement of Soviet social 
studies objectivies as being the Marxist-Leninist ideal of 
the "classless society" and the "withering-away of the 
state" is a misapprehension, and cannot be justified by 
Soviet educational practices. Any such integrated concept 
of the objectives of Soviet social education is at variance 
with the imrr.ediate practices and specific objectives of 
Soviet educators. 
Those Russians responsible for issuing educational 
decrees and statements of policy reconcile the inconsistency 
of immediate practices and objectives with more distant ob-
jectives by considering these inconsistent methods necessary 
to solve problems incident to the formation of their ideal 
communist state. This disparity betwe8n stated objectives 
and methods actually in use indicates that the professed 
general objective is not a valid objective, but an unattain-
a9le abstraction which serves as a motivation toward some-
thing other than itself. The officially avowed goal always 
1 
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remains the same, and all thought and action is justified 
by its relation to this goal. But the methods of problem-
solving developed by continual resort to expediency appear 
to be the real determining factor in building the complex 
of social habits which is the result of the Bolshevik Rev-
elution, through the agency of Soviet social education. 
The general concept of relationship between methods 
and goal, rather than the more specific concept of means 
and end, is used here because the relationship of cause and 
effect does not apply between the stated end and the methods 
practiced. The real element of cause is the Party Line, and 
it is used to relate practices and choice and production of 
educational material to the motivating core of the Marxist-
Leninist faith. This r~Jationship is arbitrarily determined 
by Party leaders. Mead- says: 
"There are •••• certain aspects of the Bolshevik 
version of Marxism which must be held in mind. One of 
these distinctive aspects is the theory of the Party 
Line •••• 
The Line, as understood by the policy-making group, 
represents the absolute Truth; •••• 
The abs clute Truth embodied in the policy of the 
leaders had to be reconciled with the need for change. 
An autocratically organized society may meet the changes 
resulting from technological change, relative ~ilitary 
strength in respect to other states, etc., by simply 
handing down fiats from the dominating group •••• 
The Bolsheviks have drawn on historical auto-
!/ Margaret Mead, .-Soviet Attitudes Toward Authority, McGraw-
Hill, New York, 1951 
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n era tic models and, in phraseology, partly on Western 
democracy. But it has become increasingly clear that 
Western democratic practices, with their emphasis on 
the direction of government being derived from prefer-
ences ·which the majority of the people express among 
alternative courses of action, are hard to combine 
with the idea of a single power center •••• 
The political /and educationa11 forms of the 
Soviet Union today are related to this Bolshevik 
belief that those in power should and do have a cor-
rect diagnosis of the total historical situation and 
must use this power to the utmost. Authority is thus, 
in Bolshevik dogma, held to be justified by Truth and 
is to be exercised by those most able to perceive and 
to be most vigilant in combating, in themselves and 
others, tendencies to deviate from Truth, whether to 
the right or to the left •••• At any given moment in 
history t~ere is only one course of action which is 
right; the Party, through its leaders, perceives the 
right course; all must acknowledge the lender's mon-
opoly of Truth at all times and the rightness of the 
Line at any given tim •••• The implementation in action 
of each change in the Line commits large nnmvers of 
people to a policy which has the authority not only of 
power but also of Truth. Such a policy may be evaded 
or revised in practice, but its over-all formulations 
cannot be questioned by its implementers •••• 
Sooner or later, because conditions change so 
rapidly in an economy devoted to change, and with the 
present structure of world politics, it becomes nec-
essary to shift the Line. This, according to Bolsh-
evik theory, can be done very easily by the leaders, 
whose every position is ;justified by their ability to 
recognize the time at which the Line should change •••• 
The appropriate behavior of the Party member 
today is to know the principles of Marxism-Leninism 
and to apply them as directed by the Line, not to 
think about them. But application must occur in every 
field." 
Although it is the belief of the writer that the Marx-
ian ideal, together with its dialectical materialism, is 
unattainable as a social objective, and therefore impract-
ical for translation into educational objectives, an attempt 
to prove such a thesis is beyond the scope of t~is paper. 
~e writer's purpose is to show that Soviet social education 
is diverging from its avowed go~and to present examples 
of this dive:rgence. It is possible also, now that thirty-
five years of the Bolshevik experiment have passed, to 
determine to a limited extent the gradually evolving form 
wLlch promises to be the charscter of social education in 
Soviet Russia. Soviet social education has changed from an 
instrument of class revolution to an instrument for main-
taining the current regime, and although it wonld be heret-
ical for a Communi'3t to admit it, their present educational 
methods arebecoming more markedly devoted to this end. 
Because methods and materials in social education are 
at the same time an outcome of and a determ~_ning factor in 
a particular culture, a very brief notation of some con-
ditions and problems peculiar to post-revolution Russia is 
necessary to provide a meaningful context. ~oviet leaders, 
after 1917, were faced with the problem of erecting their 
ideal Communist society on the mass of cultural traits which 
remained after its directing agency had, so to speak, rotted 
off at the top. 
For the purpose of the Communist leaders the almost 
universal illiteracy amnngst the classes which they sought 
to reorganize was both a disadvantage and an advantage. 
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The disadvantage lay in the fact that illiteracy obstructed 
the spread of Communist propo.ganda. But counterbalancing 
this was the promise of a ~most complete ideological dom-
ination of these classes by the first group to reach them 
1/ 
with the printed word. - · 
The difficulty attending the widespread illiteracy was 
increased by the fact that the only trai~ed teachers were 
those who had graduated from the Tsarist academies, and 
these, except for a few known revolutionaries, were polit• 
ically suspect. They had for the most part come fr·om 
families of small means, but were definitely not of the 
working class. Their personal goal was the maintaining or 
the raising of their position in the existing class struc-
ture, an individualistic ambiton entirely out of harmony 
with the collectivist theory. 
Although the Revolution of 1917 was initiated by an 
intellectual group, and many students participated violently 
··,-1/ "Education is a weapon the effect of which depends upon 
Who holds it in his hand. He who wants to wield this weapon . 
on the proletariat, towards socialism, needs a highly 
literate people." 
J. Stalin, The Question of Leninism, p. 610 
"One of the essential parts of that battle which we 
now carry on is the matter of popular education.u 
Lenin, Works, v. XXIII, p. 198 
(Quoted in Directives of the Communist ;drty and Decrees 
of the Soviet Government Concerning Popular ~ ucat!On, Ac-
aae;;-of Pedagogical Sciences, R.S.F.S~R., Moscow, 1947, 
p. 7) 
in it, the numbers of these groups were insignificant when 
compared to the vast populatinn of Russia. Several pre-
revolution conditions contributed to the extreme shortage 
of teachers. Teachers who had retained their jobs under 
the strict Tsarist surveillance necessarily had had to 
"" ... "' 
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behave in a,..which alienated them from the Commun.ist regime. 
Also, the policy of the Tsarist ministry of Education, 
which restricted popular education to a short period and 
small numbers of people, resulted in a very small proport-
1/ 
ion of teachers of any kind.-
2/ 
King - says: 
"The shortage of teachers in general was nothing 
compared to the shortage of experienced, edacated 
teachers of any political opinions, and to the greater 
shortage still of experienced Communist teachers. The 
teacher problem was heightened by the refusal of con-
siderable ~umbers to work under the Soviets •••• The 
first •••• /of the 1 immediate needs of the government 
after the-revolution 11 was the creatinn of a sufficient 
body of Communist support to carry the government 
through the first difficult and precarious years •11 
1/ 11 The fourth Minister of Instruction, Shishkov, with the 
approval of Czar Alexander and in his presence, issued the 
following statement: 'Knowledge is useful only, when, like 
salt, it is used and offered in small measures according 
to the people's circumstances and their needs •••• To teach 
the mass of people, or even the m~jority of the~, how to 
read will bring more harm than good.'" 
~heresa Bach, Educational ~banges in Russia, u.s. Dep-
artment of Education, Bu!. 37, 1919, p.~. 
(From Education in Soviet Russia, by Scott Nearing, 
'International PUblishers, New Ycrk, 1925, p. 16) 
2/ Beatrice King, "Soviet Education, its Pnases and Purpose," 
~lavonic Review, July, 1938, PP• 135-150 
It would seem from the statements issued by revolution-
ary leaders just after 1917 that they envisioned a sweeping 
and tolal cultural change to be brought about by their ed-
ucational agencies. The decrees of the time were optimistic 
in tone and ambitious in intent. Lunacharsky, the first 
1/ 
Commissar of Education,_ concludes a proclamation - by 
saying: "We believe that the coordinated effort o! the· 
worki~g people and honorable, enlightene~ intelligen~sia 
will lead the country out of the acute crisis and lead it 
through the complete sovereignty of the people to the rule 
of socialism and the brotherhood of mankind." 
These leaders went ahead confidently in the belief that 
their selection of methods and materials established the 
face validity of their educational Program. At the time, 
of course, and up until the middle of the 1920's they had 
no objective results upon Which to base an evaluation of 
the program or its major parts. By the latter date, how-
ever, it had become increasingly apparent in the education-
al field as well as in others that the results did not 
measure up to the expectations of those who had looked for 
the Revolution to develop according to the "laws" of "scien-
tific socialism." The rebuilders of the Russian culture 
had not correctly estimated the ability of such social 
I/A.v. Lunacharsky, "A Proclamation of the People's Com-
'fssar of Education,n Op. cit., P• 13 
--
instit~tions as the family and religion to resist annihil-
ation; A trait developed under the oppressive reign of 
Tsarism was the ability to evade, misinterpret or ignore 
laws and orders of the governing body. ~nether trait, 
springing up ironically enough under the better standards of 
living initiated by the Communists, was the birth of a new 
individualism entirely hostile to the Communist ideal. The 
New Economic Policy in the economic field and the intro-
duction of progressive educ~tion and general democratic 
methods in certain areas left freedom for a development not 
1/ 
at all in accord with Marxism.- ~his was a threat to 
collectivisation, and between 1928 and 1936 immediate ob-
jectives were defined in education, and specific means were 
advocated for the liquidation of those traits which were 
considered non-Marxist. 
By the beginning of the First Five Year Plan, the 
"liquidation of illiteracy11 as a basic problem of communi-
cation had become less urgent. Now that the means of cul-
tural transmission had been developed, the Soviet leaders 
could concentrate on the content and effects of t~e trans-
1/ John Dewey, in his Impressions of Soviet Russia, :New 
~epublic, Inc., New York, 1929, preaicted the general 
effect of these forces on Russian society. He says: 
"This future society will undoubtedly be highly unlike 
the regime characteristic of private capital and industrial 
profit. But I think the chances are that it will be 
equally unlike the society which orthodox Marxian formulae 
call for." 
9 
l/ 
mission. George s. Counts~ in his preface to the trans-
lation of I ~ ~ Be ~ Stalin, likens Communism to a 
religious movement. If this figure of speech may be carried 
a step· further, it could be said that the period from 1928 
to the present was that period in the development of this 
Russian "religion" wh·erein the 'hierarchy was established 
and dogma became the supreme determinant of the moral order. 
Many Soviet educationa~ methods and objectives which would 
otherwise seem illogical and productive of non-Communistic 
social outcomes may be understood in terms of the Marxian 
ideal as the central faith of Communism. This also explains 
much of the Soviet educe. tors 1 apparent sa tis faction with 
mechanical resp~~es and rote learning. 
John Dewey~ observing social education in Russia in 
the l920 1 s, made a prediction which was borne out by these 
developments: 
"The present state is one of transition; that 
fact is so obvious that one has no difficulty accept-
ing it. That it is necessarily a state of transition 
to the exact goal prescribed by the Marxian philosophy 
of history is a tenet that, in the face of the new 
energies that have been aroused, smells of outworn 
absolutist metaphysics and bygone theories of straight-
line, one-way evolution." 
I/ George s. Counts and Nucia P. Lodge, I Want To Be Like 
~talin, translated from the Russian teDt-on pedagogy oy--
B.P· Yesipov and B.K. Goncharov, John ay, New York, 1947 
2/ op. cit., p. 9 
-
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The official statement of general educational objec-
tives covering this transitional period is the one issued 
by the Eighth c~rerence(. of the Bolshevik Party, in March, 
1919. It reads7 
"In the field of popular education the Russian 
Communist Party sets itself the aim of finishing the 
task begun by the october Revolution of 1917 of con-
verting the school from a weapon of the class domin-
ance of the bourgoisie into a weapon for the complete 
destruction of the division of society into classes, 
into a weapon for the Communist regeneration of soc-
iety. 
During the period of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat, i.e., during the period of preparation for 
the conditions making possible the complete realization 
of Communism, the school must not only serve as a pro-
vider of the principles of Com:1Unism in general but also 
as a. channel. of the ideological, organizational and 
character-developing influence of the proletarian on 
the half-proletarian and non-proletarian strata of the 
toiling masses in the aims of the coming generation, to 
establish conclusively the system of communism. The 
most imminent problem on this course at the present 
time is the greatest development of the efficacy of the 
following already established bases of school and 
educational activity: 
1) provision of a free and compulsory general and po-
litical (the acquaintance with theory and practice by 
means of all major branches of endeavor) education for 
all children of both sexes to the age of seventeen •••• 
11) the development of the widest propaganda of Com-
munist ideas and the making use of the apparatus and 
power of the state for this end." 
In their ultimate form of a conscious attempt to con-
trol the behavior of the people by social education, the ob-
jectives of the Marxist-Leninist ideal are considerably 
modified. This modification may well be due to the fact 
that those who were once revolutionaries are now the ruling 
I/ Op. cit., PP• 7-9 
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group, and would rather consolidate their power by the de-
velopment of nationalism than to further implement class 
warfare. If so, it is necessary that they still pay proper 
respect to the beliefs of Marxism, and it may be that, con-
sciously or unconsciously, the leaders are developing these 
beliefs as symbols of a faith. If, however, the Communist 
Party still intends to pursue Marxism-Leninism to its 
"scientifictt conclusion, the present methods of education 
and training can be justified only in the light of furthering 
1/ 
the world-wide revolution. Lenin- contended that: 
"Only habit can, and undoubtedly will, have •••• 
/the effect of 1 t~e gradual and elemental' withering 
away of the state?; for we see around us millions of 
times how readily people get accustomed to observe the 
necessary rules of life in common, if there is no ex-
ploitation •••• 
•••• only Communism renders the state absolutely 
unnecessary, for there. is no one to be suppressed--· no 
one' in the sense of a class, in the sense of a system-
atic struggle with a definite section of the population. 
" •••• we know that the .fundamental social cause of 
excesses which consist in violating the rules of social 
life is the exploitation of the masses,. their want and 
their poverty. With the removal of this chief cause, 
excesses will inevitably begin to 'wither away.' We do 
not know how quickly and in what .succession, but we do 
know that they will wither away. Vli th their withering 
away, the state will also wither away." 
If the Soviet leaders are still faithful to this theory, 
then their present policy must be a strategic retrenchment 
based upon the fact that they need to maintain the necessary 
1/ V.I. Le11in, State and Revolution, International Pub-
Iishers, New York, 19~ PP• 74-75 
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machinery of the state and use it as a weapon against the 
11 capitalist encirclement." Such a course wo~ld result from 
a very free interpretation of Lenin's belief- that, "While 
the state exists, there is no freedom. When there is fr·ee-
dom, there will be no state." If such is their argument, 
then they are caught in the paradoxical position of having 
to make the state itself an active part of the culture, 
reinforced by activity, whereas the institutions for its 
elimination are allowed to become symbolic and passive. It 
may be that these logical inconsistencies of their theoret-
ical position have forced the Communist leaders to resort to 
control based upon blind faith in the authority of a credo 
which is becoming a state religion. 
An example of how this paradox is carr·ied over into 
the objectives and methods of social education is provided 
2/ 
by Yesipov and Goncharov in their pedagogical work7 ~hey 
state: 
"To educate a member or our Soviet society means 
to educate a person who understands the interests of 
this society and who has no personal interests opposed 
to the collective interests. With us there are no 
contradictions between individuality and society. But 
while we are desirous of cultivating in pupils the 
spirit of collectivism, we pay due attention to the 
personal tendencies, needs and interests of each child • 
•••• Every pupil has his own peculiarities, his own needs 
and interests. Consequently the living concrete school 
child must be at the center of attention in education. 
I !tOT 0P• e1t., p. '74 
2/ op. cit., p. 3'7 
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"' •••• only by means of a careful approach to the pupil 
and a complete development of his individuality is it 
pmssible to educate him in collectivism. Through the 
collective aDd with tne aid of the collective the 
abilities of every individual are developed." 
1.... The "complete developnent of individualism" means to 
these writers that the child is conditioned to accept 
wi thou·t conflict a dogmatic and authoritarian lililos ophy. 
In condemning the social maladjustments caused by economiC"' 
exploitation, they negleet to mention those occasioned by 
intellectual exp·loitation, either for the furthering of 
national ambition or tor the simple tyranny of ideas. 
They indicate the empt7 symbolism of their conception of 
individualism when they describe the :nature of the dis-
cipline that is ui~ately to result in the development 
of the ~freeft man~ 
"'Discipline is firm, that is, it is unquestioned 
obedien~e to the le•der, the teacher, or the organ-
izer. Without this there is no discipline: sub-
mission to the will of the leader is a nec-essary and 
e.-ential mark of discipline." 
Again, the same religious faith in the correctness of 
his actions, the unequivocal assumption that h/e as a 
2· 
«o.mmunist possesse~ the Truth, enables Gorky7 one of 
the most articulate of the Soviet leaders·, to write in 
the following manner:: 
1/ Ibid., J. 95 
--2l J48.Jdm Gorky, &ulture and the People, International 
Pttblishers, New fork, ~9~---
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"Everything which, in one way or another--whether 
in the for.m of pnysical obstacles arising from the 
nature of the class structure of the state, or in the 
form of 1 ideol~gical 1 violence, such as that of the 
church--hinders the free development of human powers 
and faculties, and the process of culture, must be 
abolished. In this direction a good start has already 
been made by the working classes, and it is precisely 
the success of this start that is causing individualism 
to have such agonizing convulsions." 
It is the definition of such words as "freedom" and 
"individualism" according to a. hierarchical interpretation 
which allows Soviet thinking to proceed along such seemingly 
illogical lines. The resemblance of the ideological bases 
of the Soviet state to those of o~~er authoritarian in-
stitutions is shown in its educational methods and products, 
and the results of Russian education are influenced as much 
by the paradoxes as by the reasonable procedures. The im-
portance of the entire educational environment is stressed 
- 1/ 
by John JJewey- when he says: 
" •••• the final significance of what is taking place 
in Russia is not to be grasped in political or econ-
omic terms, but is found in change, of incalculable 
importance, in the mental and moral disposition of a 
people, an educational transformation." 
2. "Total" educe. tion 
The effect of education as a weapon depends upon the 
number of people whom it reaches and the diversity of ways 
in which it is presented to them. Soviet educators, what-
ever ~heir objectives, and however radically these objectives 
1/ Op. cit., p. 59 
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may have changed, have always tried to reach all areas of 
the population with social and political training. Organs 
other than the school will be mentioned here only briefly, 
but if the full significance of Soviet socinl education in 
completing the social revolution is to be appreciated, then 
it is necessary to understand the total scope and all-
pervading nature of Communist ideological training. 
It is impossible to separate Soviet social education 
from Soviet politics. According to the Party Line defin-
ition, social education is the process which turns out 
Communist citizens. The original Party leaders, especially 
Lenin and his wife, Krupskaya, realized that they had to 
organize a cultural revolution to complete the political one 
of 1917. This meant the development of an educational system 
which would discourage undesired cultural traits, whether 
they were founded in pre-revolution society or threatened 
to seep in: from non-Connnunist societies on the perimeter. 
The other, or positive, side of the social education problem 
was to build what the Soviet leaders considered traits 
necessary for a citizenry who would be working in a trans-
itional stage toward the ideal Communist state. Because of 
the consciously planned social revolution, every activity 
in Russia has its ideological significance. Social ed-
ucation, or specifically, Cammunist training, pervades 
every area of human effort. 
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This "total" education of future Soviet citizens may 
be better understood if careful attention is paid to the 
words used to designate a particular type of educational 
activity. According to Uzhakov, the most comprehensive 
Soviet-published dictionary, the words most commonly used to 
cover our term "education" are three, and each has a def-
ini te meaning within the broader scope of our word. V..£~-R~~­
aniye means, ''rearing," "training," "upbringing." A good 
~
indication of the connotation this word bears is the fact 
that it is the root of the word for "governess." Prosvesh-
~ 
~ translates literally into our word, "enlightenment.n 
Q.E!.:~~U~ means "formation," "moulding," the creation of 
the whole ima·ge of the person. Another word sometimes used 
is ~~~ meaning drill or instruction such as would 
take place in the lea~ng of a musical skill. 
Professor M.iller";" one of ,the editors of Soviet Studies, 
gives a full definition of vospitaniye in one of the contexts 
in which it is used: 
"~-IW.l~eakQLe is a term characteristic of 
post-war Soviet life for which there is no adequate 
translation •••• The current meaning of idejl~ seems to 
lie within the areas covered by our 'iaeological,' 
'intellectual,' 'idealistic,' and 'principled,' and it 
partakes of them all. Disagreement with Soviet ideas, 
ideals and principles should not be allowed to affect 
our translation of so important a word as ~~ which 
in one of its meanings would exactly describe those 
1/ Footnote to K·E· Birkett, "A Conference of Russian 
'Teachers," Soviet Studies, April, 1950, pp. 319-327 
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"Englishmen who knew What they fought for, and loved 
what they knew •••• Soviet definitions, as might be 
expected, assume what the foreign observer seeks to 
learn--a .g., the combination ~il§Yw.-Wl~!~~­
~~~pi_t~~ is defined by s .A. -:rmirnov •••• as the 
implanting of the best human qualities, the acquisi-
ion of habits of behavior proper to the man of our 
socialist society.' 
It should also be noted 
covers a wider area than our 
pemaps be translated in the 
that !2PJ.lt~.~~gx,e. 
'political and should 
context as 'social' •" 
In general, reference to the original program for the 
"liquidation of illiteracy" is made in terms of ~­
~~e or q~~, and there is the connotation 
that the ind1·.riC'tJ"ll as suc}'J is responding to his environ-
ment. References to later programs and cqrrent practice 
make more use of the term ~, and carry the 
meaning of a. strietex: conformation of the individual to a 
predetermined social order, corresponding in effect to the 
social training carried out by a governess. 
The basic requirement for fully carrying out the 
program of social education was mass literacy. As soon as 
possible after the Revolution the Communist leaders attemp-
ted to set up an elementary education system. The feller~ 
instructions are given in a footnote to the Party decree-
of October 16, 1918: 
"For the practical implementation of these 
measures /Providing for compulsory educa
1
tion of both 
sexes from six to seventeen years of age in life, 
the Department of People's Education must quic~ly 
set about the working out of the plan of a network 
!/ Op. cit., P• 121 
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"of schools, the registration for school of all chil-
dren from six to seventeen years of age, and also make 
an estimate on the construction and administration of 
schools, maintenance of a staff of personnel, and an 
estimate based on the institutional feeding of children 
and provisions for their footwear, clothing and school 
necessities. Compulsory educe tion vrill be introduced 
wherever the number of schools is sufficient for the 
accomodation of all the children of the population, and 
where conditions of accessibility to education are pres-
ent. For children who are illiterate, but who because 
of their age cannot be admitted by schools of the gen-
eral type, there must be organized special employment 
under the Labor School, or specialized out-of-school 
occupation." . 
At first, because of poverty, famine and general ec-
onomic upset, the educational program suffered, and Soviet 
leaders were unable to establish and equip as many schools 
as they had planned, or to compel the _elementary education 
of all peasants' and workers' children. But from 1918 on, 
despite the hard times between 1919 and 1922, illiteracy 
1/ 
gradually declined_. By 1930, Stalin- could say: 
nThe main thing now is to proceed with compulsory 
elementary education. I say, 'the main thing' because 
such a move would represent a decided step in the 
field of cultural revolution. And it is high time to 
move into this field, for we now have everything 
necessary for the organization of general elementary 
education in the great majority of the regions of the 
U.S .S ·R· 11 
J. Stalin, Political Repor~ of the Central 
Committee, 16th Congress of the VKP(b), 
1930 
For the political training of the Soviet youth there 
is besides the school, the Young Communist League, called 
I/ op. cit., p. 91 
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the Komsornol. For the younger children there is a counter-
part suited to their age and interests, called the Young 
Pioneers. Only passing note need be made here of these two 
organizations, but knowledge of their importance, if not of 
their actual operation is necessary to get a full picture of 
Soviet education and its effect on youth. The Komsomol is 
a means of practicing the civil and political training that 
is provided in theoretical and condensed form by the school. 
1/ 
Boris Burkov"; a writer for the American-circulat.ed U.s.S.R. 
Information Bulletin, emphasizes the role which this org-
anization plays in the social education of present-day 
Soviet children: 
"As far back as 1919, at its eighth Congress, 
the Bolshevik Party clearly defined the task of the 
Komsornol as a school for educating young reserves 
upon which the party could draw for new workers, honest, 
politically conscious, fired by revolutionary fervor • 
•••• All the training and education of the young 
generation of the U.S.S.R. is inseparable from Com-
munist education. And the Komsomol plays a most pro-
minent part in this matter. The Komsomol is called 
upon to educate the youth in the spirit of conscien-
tious and disciplined labor, to be, as Lenin s~d, 
the shock brigade which lends a hand in every job 
to be done, and displays its initiative everywhere. 
The purpose of all the training and education of 
Soviet youth is to imbue them with Communist ethics • 
•••• the Komsomol •••• works under the direct 
leadership of the Bolshevik Party. The guidance of the 
Party is the most important, the main factor in the 
work of the Komsomol, for without this guidance, the 
Komsomol would not have been in a position to fulfill 
its principal task--the education of the youth in the 
spirit of Conununism." 
1/ Boris Burkov, "The Young Communist League of the Soviet 
'ffnion1 11 U.S.S.R. Information Bulletin, October 27, 1950 
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The family is also an important educational factor in 
Russian society. Always characterized by a realistic ap-
praisal of the forces opposing its immediate progress, the 
Communist Party retreated (whether strategically or perman-
ently is impossible to state) from its original intention 
of breaking up the family as the social unit. Possibly 
because of the extreme disorder and the economic chaos that 
prevailed from 1917 to 1922, the family unit appeared less 
important than economic security. But despite the efforts 
of extremists to replace it with the collective, the family 
proved too strong an institution to undergo any radical 
cha~~e. Soviet leaders, recognizing its power as a social 
weapon, have used it for further indoctrir~tion with the 
Communist faith. 
In the Moscow schools, admittedly the model for the 
rest of Russia, a Parents' Committee, somewhat like our 
Parent-~eacher Associations, works in conjunction with the 
school administration and faculty. 'lbey are a part of the 
Attendance Committee, which has the duty of preventing all 
difficulties which might .cause the children to drop out of 
school. The task of the Parents• Committee is to "maintain 
contact between home and school in all matter~;Pertaining 
to the instruction and training of children."-
L/ Vera Golubeva, "Vfuere School and Family Work Together, 11 
~.s.s.R. Information Bulletin, December 7, 1951 
V~en the scope of Soviet social education is known, 
when it is realized that this ideological training extends 
from family on up through the schools and into every twpe 
of work and profession, the profound effect of such a 
system can be appreciated. In the school alon~ it is a 
powerful formative factor, and every effort is being made 
to integrate work in school with work and thought outside 
of school. The school, and social education especially, is 
trying to reflect and condense the total culture around it. 
As the objectives and practices of the schools change, they 
now change a very real and all-pervading institution of 
Soviet culture transmission, and the effect of their 
change will show up in the behavior of future generations. 
" 
CF.APTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD 
1. Relationship of education to general policies 
Just as the New Economic Policy initiated in 1922 in-
dicated a relaxation of Communist controls on pri·vate prop-
erty, so the comparative freedom allowed in educational 
methods reflected a government policy of leniency toward ex-
periment in education. Soviet leaders seem to have reasoned 
that at that particular time the kind of results was not as 
important as the fact that a minimum quantity of results 
was necessary for survival in the educational as well as 
in the economic field. This allowance for experimentation 
and individual expression of ideas {with the intention of 
reaching the same goal by different methods) resulted in a 
tremendous spurt of enthusiastic learning activity. But like 
the economic concessions, the educational freedom, and 
( 
especially the introduction of progressive education, produced 
results which can only be interpreted from the Soviet leaders' 
actions, as being inimical to the aims of Communism. 
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2. Reasons for the introduction 
of progressive education 
Lenin had accused the Tsarist educational system of 
being a weapon. to oppress the lower classes, and had further 
declared that education in a Communist state would have to 
aim at overthrowing the bourgoisie and raising up the pro-
letariat. Even had the Bolsheviks not held this view of 
education's purpose, there was little about the old system 
to recommend it. It had been a governing instrument of the 
crumbling aristocracy, entrusted with the fostering of 
allegiance amongst the people. It had failed miserably in 
its purpose, and its failure was in great measure due to 
the sterility and banality of its methods. 
The restrictions on students and teachers had been 
felt personally by many of the revolutionaries. ~he Minis-
ter of Public Instruction had within their time issued an 
order to the effect that students could not sign or present 
any petitions, send any delegations or post notices of any 
kind. There could be no student gathering unless of "a 
scientific character." No common funds could be established, 
nor could students join any kind of society, secret or 
1/ 
otherwise, without permission of the university authorities~ 
A tradition of educational and literary censorship 
1/ Scott Neatlng, Education in Soviet Russia, International 
PUblishers, New York, 1926, P• 18 
ridiculous in its extremes existed to further aggravate 
Q.>t 
... ":it 
the antipathy toward the former Tsarist control of the mind. 
The attempts of Peter and Catherine to establish education-
al systems were purely utilitarian and would not have allowed 
for freedom of expression, even if they had developed into 
what their originators intended. As forces of democracy 
and enlightenment made themselves felt throughout Europe, 
the Tsars were compealed to shut off any flow of ideas that 
1/ 
might endanger their power. Bernard Pares- tells of Alex-
ander I' s "reconstruction" of the University of Kazan: 
"Magnitsky /the deputy of Alexander1 therefore 
ordered the professors to 'conform their teaChing to 
the ideas expressed in the Holy Alliance,' for which 
they were given the most minute instructions. History 
and philosophy were to be based on the statements of 
the Bible and the Fathers; the biblical view, what-
ever that meant, was made obligatory in the teaching 
of physics and medicine; professors of mathematics 
were ordered to show in the triangle a symbol of the 
Trinity. All this was accompanied by punishments and 
exclusions. n 
Under the reign of Nicholas I censorship reached the 
point at which it was forbidden to publish works on logic 
and philosophy, and a gap in a quotation could not be in-
dicated by a series of dots. The N1hilist movement of the 
mid 19th century had been under the ban of an educational 
and literary censorship. The Zemstvo schools, a popular 
expression of the desire of the Russian people to obtain a 
I/ Bernara Fares, A History of Russia, Alfred A· Knopf, 
New York, 1948, p.-316 
'>5 ~ .. 
minimum ability to read and write, were hindered in every 
way, and the pupils were required to spend their time in 
learning religious dogma and oaths of loyalty to the Tsar. 
The Bolsheviks expressed antagonism not only toward 
the methods and general policies of the old school, but 
toward its teachers as well. Because the intelligentsia 
had been most vociferous in their denunciation of the 
intellectual oppression, the Bolsheviks had at first looked 
for them to take an active part in the education which was 
to result in a socialist society. However, many of the 
intelligentsia, and particularly the former members of the 
Tsarist teaching staff refused, with few exceptions, to 
work for the new government. The officials in the Department 
of Education did not report for work. Those teachers who 
gave in and went to work for the Bolsheviks tried, in many 
cases, to undermine the new re~~e. Therefore, ~~ey had to 
be carefully supervised. :; K1I?-g- says: 
ttBut it was not only the belief in self-govern-
ment which made the Soviets give so much power to the 
pupils and students. It was also the fact that many 
teachers and professors remaining at their posts were 
anti-cammunists •••• Early self-government was therefore 
used as a means of watching the teachers and profess-
ors. It became a common practice for adverse reports 
to be sent in by pupils and students on their teachers 
and professors, as a result of which they were dis-
missed." 
1/ Beatrice King, "Soviet Education: its phases and 
purpose," Slavonic Review, July, 1938 
The condition noted above was observed by Russians as 
1/ 
well as foreigners, and Zoshchenko- the foremost Russian 
satirist of the period turned public attention to it in his 
"Poor Trupikov." 
The satire deals with the picture of a teacher ac-
customed to the authority of Tsarist days, accepting with 
timidity and frustration the new "democratic" methods. As 
he steps into the room he is asked caustically, "Well, are 
you late again'lu and has to explain that he lost the street 
car. He slips into a daydream in which he is back in the 
old days. 'lhe student.s reep-.ot.tu.lly ar.ise when he enters. 
In the midst of an expectant silence, he calls out a pupil's 
name. But he has inadvertantly called it aloud, and one of 
his present students pulls him rudely out of his daydream 
by demanding, "What do you want'l" 
Trupikov becomes involved in extensive apologies, and 
keeps repeating that he does not want to be "misunderstood." 
He suggests that they read about the reforms of Alexander:!, 
but assures the class that "it is only with the greatest 
!/ j. A. Posin in "Soviet Satire,n The Russian Review, 
October, 1950, PP• 296-302, says: ---
"For a generation /after the :aevolution1 Zoshchenko 
confined himself to satirizing the average Russian •••• 
Although these writings of Zoshchenko met with the full 
approval of the Cormnunist authorities for twenty years 
and more, the cumulative effect of them was so un-
complimentary to Soviet reality that he was finally 
put under the ban of a private 'iron curtain', on a 
flimsy pretext." 
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,, 
•••• contempt that he speaks ot emperors • They laugh at 
him. He asks what pld.itical r.sews is in Pravda'• which a 
student in reading, and becomes completely unnerved when 
the student asks it he is hinting that this paper /Pravdat1 
- - -
be put away. The teacher, having fallen to agitatedly 
pacina laok and forth is roughly told to stop tli tting 
before their eye~. "Go stand by the board\ 111 someone tells 
him. Trupikov stands there and quietly cries. 
The author conclua.s with: "Nowadays there are, ot 
course, no such teachers as my poor Trupikov. But there 
were back in '18, in the good old ~r L"l 
As late as 1926, when Nearing- reported on the state 
of education in Soviet Russia, a number of teachers whom 
he interviewed were holdovers tram the Tsarist days. one, 
who had been in the educational system sH.nce 191.6, told him: 
"'The old system was very easy. We just taught reading and 
writing and a little arithmetic. The class recited in uni~ 
son. All the teacher had to do was to open the book at the 
proper page and start the class going. It was just like a 
machine."· Another, Who had been teaching in Koscow schools 
for twenty years, said: "Under the old system things moved 
along easily. You took the book, opened it at the first 
page, and star ted. When you were through with page one, you 
!/ op. c!t., liP'• 34-39 
"went to page two. Every day was much like the last, except 
that you were on a different page •••• u 
Teachers carrying on a page-by-page method of recit-
ation in unison and a spiritless system of rote memoriz-
ation would certainly not satisfy policy-makers who wanted 
nothing less than a complete cultural revolution. Therefore, 
when they were retained, they no longer commanded the auth-
ority and prestige in the classro~m that they had before 
1917. 1hus student self-government and progressive methods 
were in part forced upon the Soviets because they had no 
personnel to carry on a traditional method if they had 
desired to. 
Another circumstance which forced the adoption of 
teaching from life situations was the fact that in Russia's 
impoverished condition there was an ac~je shortage of any 
kind of educational supplies. Nearing- tells of one 
school · which the teacher and older children had renov-
a. ted, but which had only "meagre equipment and •••• simple, 
home-made devices for carrying on the work." In the 
Moscow school which he visited, a major part of the project 
was the procurement of money to buy the necessary supplies 
for its completion. Buildings and books were a tremendous 
problem. Teachers' salaries during the famine were not 
!/ Op. cit., P• 35 
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enough for survivai/ and small supplies were almost non-
existent. Epstein- says that the school supplies request-
ed for 1920 per pupil were; 96 sheets of paper, 6 pencils, 
11 pens; supplies received were 17 sheets of paper, 1/12 
of a pencil, 1/8 of a pen per pupil. In 1921, receipts of 
supplies were: 6 sheets of p~per, 1/20 of a pencil, 1/10 
of a pen per pupil. If the schools were to continue to 
work under these conditions, some kind of bookless method 
or some sort of participation in life activities was nee-
essary for any training of the youth. 
Along with, and possibly overshadowing, the expediencies 
which forced the adoption of project and complex methods 
was the idealistic reason for introducing progressive 
methods of education. In his Basic Principles of the Un-2/ ---
ified Iabor School, Lune.oharsky- implies by the methods he 
advocates, the type of democratic learning outcomes he 
expects; 
11 No matter how important, however, the work 
principle is in the activity of developing the charac-
ter of freedom and solidarity--salutary results in 
these relations can only be obtained thLough proper 
regulation: of tb.e·:S.chOol lif"e •. 'Therra .. /'fn the School1 
first of all are carried on brotherly,-affeotionatel'y 
1/ Abraham Epstein, 11 'lhe School in Soviet Russia," School 
and Soci.ety, October 7, 1922, pp. 393-403 
2/ Boldiryev, Directives of the Communist Parjy and Decrees 
of the Soviet Government conc-erni~ Popular E uoatfon, 
Ieaaamy of Pedagogical Schiences ~ R.s.F.S.R., Moscow, 1947 
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"equal relations of pupil to teacher. It follows that 
by no means can any kind of' strictness, any kind of' 
punishment have a place in the renovated school. A 
usual question given out in American examinations f'or 
teaching candidates is this: 'Do you consider yourself' 
able, without punishment to uphold discipline in a 
class?' Every teacher in the new school must put this 
question to himself. As is pointed out by the experience 
of the American and Norwegian schools, a sufficiency 
of joyful and purposeful work literally annihilates 
in the class, all those incidents, which in the oppos-
ite case force the teacher to disciplinary expression. 
--'Know how to interest the children.' --that is the 
sole rule of' school discipline. 
The teacher must enter into the interests of' the 
pupils. He is not to appear for the sake of proper 
authority, by some kind of special nature bored and 
sober, ~t in anz way related to the spirit of child-
hood. /Teachers? must know how to be the older child-
ren, the older orothers of' the many-aged family which 
is the school. 
The children must take part in all the school 
activities. For they must exercise the right of self'-
gove~~ent and display constant active reciprocity. 
Preparing to become citizens of the state, they must 
themselves necessarily first participate as citizens 
of' the school." 
The government decree issued on the same day, October 
16, 1918, puts Lunacharsky's policies into effect as law. 
That part of the text relating directly to the above ex-
1/ 
cerpt follows: 
"Article 12. The basis of school life must serve as a 
provision of' work, not as a means of paying the cost 
of supporting children, and not solely as a method of 
teaChing, but, namely, as a productive, socially nec-
essary work. It must be a condensed, organic link with 
instructive, enlightened secular knowledge of' all that 
comprises life. Gradually becoming more complex and 
going beyond the limits of' the immediate conditions of' 
childhood life, efficient work must acquaint the 
!fop. cit., PP• 122-123 
"children with the most diverse forms of production, 
up to the highest. 
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Note l) A working beginning becomes possible by ped-
agogical means in this case, if the work in school is 
creative joy, freedom from methods of coercion over the 
personality of the student and all this in the presence 
of a systematic and socialized orgainization. In the 
ultimate analysis, the school is the school of the 
community, closely and organically-linked in all its 
working processes with the surrounding life. 
Note 2) The old forms of discipline, restricting all 
school life and the free development of the personal-
ity of the child, can not have a place in the working 
school. But the most difficult process will be to 
inculcate in the children this inner discipline with-
out which is inconceivable the rational establishment 
of collective work. Children take lively part in all 
the working processes of school life, among which the 
organizations of the present moment arising out of the 
division of labor, must play a very real educational 
role. By this pupils will learn to appreciate methods 
of systematic expenditure of human working energy and 
instill in themselves a feeling of responsibility for 
that part of work which falls to the lot of each of 
them in a given workers' collective, as well as for 
the success of all work as a whole." 
The conditions, then, seem to have been strongly in 
favor of the establishment of progressive methods in the 
"new" schools of post-revolution Russia. It must be kept in 
mind, however, that centralized authority was at that time 
not nearly as powerful as at present, and the theories and 
practices here noted are primarily those of Russian educat-
ors, rather than, as present practices appear to be, the 
direct implementaxion of the Party Line. 
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3. Methods during the progressive period 
One product of socialized learning which is derived 
from the school independently of its subject matter is the 
complex of behavior traits inspired by the teacher-pupil 
relationship, methods of instruction, and student partici-
pation in school functions. The traits developed by these 
activities are responses to a real environment, and as 
such become the pattern of the child's future behavior, 
whereas the formal responses to artificial learning sit-
uations may be merely verbal and transitory in many cases. 
A brief examination of the type of learning activity 
which went on in the "new" schools of h.ussia before im-
mediate political considerations became predomir~nt in them 
can serve to show the kind of social outcomes they were 
fostering. 
The first method most widely used was the "compl~x" 
method. The complex was a group of projects related to a 
single general goal. One of the most common was the study 
of a village, made in much the same manner as community 
surveys are carried on in American schools. There were a 
number oF disadvantages to this method. One was the fact 
that, although the school was to be a condensed version of 
life, the village life of the time was not the kind of life 
which educators wanted the children to become accustomed to. 
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Naturally, there was also much waste of time and a failure 
to develop basic skills to a high degree. But the results 
in the way of learning products of social education were an 
increased knowledge of the community, a critical attitude 
and an ability to carry on independent work. 
Th& "excursion" method was used for both long and short 
trips. Pistrak, the head of the Lepishinsky Memorial School 
in Moscow, had his class pay its way to the Urals and back 
1/ 
by lecturing in the villages along the way~ 
2/ 
Nearing- tells of one school in which the complex 
method was being practiced: 
"Then she /the teacher1 spoke about the new 
system. It was-very different, she said. There was 
almost no book work connected with it at first. The 
children were expected to study their homes, the 
street they lived on, the village, its government and 
its sanitation. They examined all of the wells and 
looked up the matter of water impurities. The new 
education ~s just a matter of observation and com-
parison. 'lhere is no more book-lesson work, and no 
more recitation in unison. 
1 The teacher has to prepare the lesson each day. 
The pupils are consulted about what shall be done 
next. ~be teacher must think the lessons out, step 
by step. It is particularly hard for us because we 
are not prepared or trained to do such work. Most 
teachers are even af1aid to try it. I was afraid to 
at first, but since I have started it I like it much 
better than the old system. It gives the teacher a 
chance to do some original r.-ork. 'lhe children get a 
great deal more also. They have an opportunity to 
grow.' 
1/ LUcy t.W. Wilson, The New Schools of Russia, Vanguard 
press, New York, 1928------
~/ Op. cit., PP• 34-35 
" 
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"She then went on to explain that the older 
children were making a sanitary inspection of the 
village during that week. It had occasioned much 
co.mment and not a little discomfort, because some of 
the villagers were emptying refuse into a stream where 
~e other villagers were compelled to wash their · 
clothes. Of course the childrenhad no authority, 
but their inspection had caused a great deal of dis-
cussion-provoking publicity." 
He gives a number of other examples, taken from per-
sonal observation, of the new method. Of particular in-
terest is his account of self-government in the First City 
. 1/ 
School of Moscow: 
11
'lhe school committee /ii1ade up of students1 was 
in general charge of all ma~ters concerning student 
activities. i'ogether with the class committees they 
handled all cases of discipline. · 
There was no evidence of an effort on the part of 
the teachers to regulate the conduct of children in the 
class rooms or· in'the halls or other parts of the 
school. On the contrary, the children in the halls 
and elsewhere went about their affairs in a quiet, 
business-like way. ~here was some noise when classes 
were changing rooms, but during the class periods the 
school was very quiet. All breaches of school dis-
cipline were referred at once to the proper student 
committee." 2/ 3/ 
The observations of Nearing, Wilson, Dewey; Harper-
and other ~~eigners, and the statements of Lunacharsky, 
Pinkevitch- and other Russian educators indicate that the 
1/ Ibid., PP• 43-44 
2/ John Dewey, Impressions of Soviet Russia, New Republic, 
inc., New York, 1929 --- ' 
3/ Samuel N. Harper, Civic Training in Soviet Russia, The 
University of Chicago Press, Ch!cago;-1929 
4/ Albert p. Phnkevitch, The New Education in the Soviet 
~epublic, The John Day Company, New York, 1~9---
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methods used during this time were founded to a considerable 
extent on the d0velopment of the individual. They stressed 
group cooperation, b11.t it was a cooperation which was in-
itiated by the members of the group reaching a joint de-
cision. Because trial and error, experiment and compromise 
are inherent in such relations, these methods were not 
compatible with the dogma of Communism. The outcome of 
experimental methods is of course· unknown until all the 
data is evaluated, whereas the outcome of following the 
Party Line is supposed to be clearly ap~•arent to the 
faithful. 
One of the first signs of apprehension on the part of 
the Bolshevik leaders was the tightening of controls in 
1923. Although this actually resulted in reforming a sl t-
uation which had become almost farcicial in its reversal 
of the basis of authority, the move itself presaged what 
1/ 
was to some in the early thirties. Harper- interprets 
the change as follows: 
"'Ihe self-government principle had its widest 
application in the first years of the Revolution and 
was in part responsible for the collapse of real ed-
ucational work in the Soviet schools of this first 
period. It proved frequently a source of demoral-
ization rather than a means to develop responsibility. 
\~en, by 1923, the new policies in education had been 
worked out and the teachers. in the ma_in f'ormalJv at least had ~een won over to the new m~tnod~ ana Pro-
grams, the principle of self-government was given a 
I/ op. cit., pp. 250-251 
-
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more reasonable expression. It will be denied by 
Communists that the institution of self-government 
has been very considerably narrowed down; they will 
insist that it has simply been given the proper 
direction. In any case, it is now on a much sounder 
basis, and is distinctly construetive, giving the 
children as well as the older students a useful cit-
izenship foundation. The general impression is that 
in actual practice thereis further narrowing-down of 
the participation of older students. as well s.c younger 
pupils in the actual organization of the institution. 
One may conclude that a theory has had to give way 
before the pressure of.mld facts; the children and 
even the older students have not been able to carry 
successfully ,the measure of responsibility which at 
first was put upon them." 
If the "Right" can be considered individualism, and the 
"Left" collectivism as interpreted by Marxist-Leninist 
doctrine, then the change in 1923 ~~be considered a 
gentle nupge in what Bernard Pares- calls the ~oviets' 
policy of "tugs to the Left and drifts to the Right." 
Whatever the political reasons and results were of the 
"tug to the Left" in the period between 1932 and 1936, it 
meant the end of progressive and experimental methods of 
education in the U.S.S.R. 
If the observers in the twenties wrote more in terms 
of a faith in democracy and a feeling of confidence in the 
success of the democratic method than in terms of a care-
ful observation of long-term experimental methods, then 
they at least left a good record of w~at was being prac-
ticed. Their predictions will remain, of course, unproved, 
1/ op. cit., p. 493 
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because the experiment was cut off when it appeared to be 
developing citizens not entirely amenable to Soviet po-
litical discipline. This very action of the Bolshevik 
leaders does point, in a negative way, toward the fact 
that the )qualities desired by the progressive educators 
were developing. But this evidence is still on the basis 
of the Sov~et leaders' subjective judgment, as the positive 
evidence had been based on the jndgment of the proponents of 
the "new" schools. The only conclusive evidence, drawn 
from the decrees issued by the Communist government, is 
that whatever qualities progressive education was developing, 
those qualities were definitely not desired under the 
Soviet dictatorship. 
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CHAPTER III 
A SYSTEM OF STATE EDUCA1J:ION 
1. Decrees establishing the new system 
In Ma~JP or 1934, a short notice in an educational 
periodical- stated that during the preceding two years 
Soviet education had changed considerably, and that the 
change had been in the direction of conservatism. Before, 
said this article, it had been 11wi ldly, recklessly and 
uncompromisingly experimental." Discipline had been 11 con-
spicuously non-existent.n Although the 'Nriter seems to 
have had an erroneous general impression or the Russian 
school during the later years or progressive education, he 
is accurate enough in summing up the changes which came about 
in the early thirties, and which would continue to develop 
up to the present time. After 1930 the complex and pro-
ject methods were dropped, teachers were ordered not to 
use the Dalton plan, marks and examinations were resumed, 
subject matter was divided along conventional lines, teacher 
authority was stressed, unruliness was made punishable, and, 
as an indication or how far the revolutionary cycle had 
progressed, students were once more ordered to rise when 
I/ "Educational Events," School and Society, March 24, 1934, 
PP• 361-362 
the teacher entered the room. 
The first of the following decrees establishes the 
reasons for this change in school methods. Although the 
decree is to a considerable extent self-explanatory, it 
should be remembered that the time of its issue is 1929, 
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a year after the beginning of the first Five Year Plan. The 
government at this period was concerned with the lack of 
technic~l skill which showed up as the plan failed to progress 
according to schedule. The Soviet leaders may have overlooked 
the fact that their school system had had only a dozen years 
in which to train these workers, was still inadequate in its 
facilities, and had started with an almost completely il-
literate population. It seems more likely, however, from 
the na tur·e of the reforms, the tone of the decrees, and from 
the general political developments to come later in the 
thirties, that they seized this opportunity to build the 
national strength, by setting up a school system which 
would guarantee the type of indoctrination necessary for a 
dictatorship. 
1/ 
In stating the purposes of the ~'ive Year Plan, Harper-
says: 
"The resumption of the socialistic offensive 
found its concrete expregsion in the Five-Year Plan 
1/ S.N. Harper, Making Bolsheviks, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, 1931, pp. Io9-11o 
"of expansion. This plan included the building not 
only of new factories and plants but also of new 
educational institutions, to train the presonnel 
necessary for the new economic enterprises. As seems 
always to be the case, education was given less 
generous support as compared with other fields, and 
this despite the fact that the Five Year Plan rep-
resented scientifically planned development and ex-
pansion. This mistake was soon discovered, however. 
The probl~ of securing properly trained managers and 
technicians became immediately apparent and urgent, 
and brought a large increase in the appropriations 
for education, and radical changes in the organization 
and curricula of the Soviet school system. 
The Five Year Plan is also a program of class 
struggle, as has been pointed out time and time again. 
This means more attention to the ideological content 
of all education, in order more definitely to fix the 
attitudes hecessary for the proper conduct and 
successful issue of the class struggle. The result 
has been a greater emPhasis on revolutionary doctrine 
and its propaganda; and the school more than at any 
earlier period of the Revolution has been brought 
into the politics of the Revolution and made to play 
a very prominent part in the political struggle, that 
is, in the class struggle. On all these grounds, and 
because of the ~eneral importance of the so-called 
'cultural front of the Revolution, the cultural 
worker represents a very essential part of the Soviet 
system for retraining the masses and making Bolsheviks." 
Because the decree which follows is the basis of most 
of the later developments in Soviet education, it is pre-
sented nearly intact, with omission of only those parts 
which involve i~e distribution of texts, construction
2
J' 
buildings, etc~ The decree, as it is presented here; is 
1/ N.I. Boldiryev, Directives of the Com~unist Pirty and 
~ecrees of the Soviet Government UDncerning Popu ar ---
Education; Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of R.S.F.S.R., 
Moscow, 1947, v. i, PP• 68-69 
2/ (In order to preserve the original format used by Bold-
iryev, and to avoid long sections of single-spaced material, 
the longer decrees are set off by quadruple-spacing with-
out quotation marks and without extra indentation.) 
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part of a collection of Russian educational documents 
published by the pedagogical ar.m of the government publish-
ing house. 
Concerning changes in forms and methods 
of educational work 
.. 1. The tasks of the socialist construction and the 
task standing in first place before the country of re-
construction in the spheres of industry and agriculture 
genuinely demand a maximal raising of the cultural level 
of the working mass and a continuous development of all 
aspects of cultural-educational work. 
2. The standard of activity of the working mass and 
the already attained level of cultural development moves 
up the task of still more widely influencing the masses 
toward immediate participation in cultural work, itself 
growing significantly greater with the scope of this work. 
3. The unbreakable lir~ between socialist construction 
and the matter of cultural develppment of the workers 
dictates the necessity of close conjunction of the activity 
of economic and administrative organs with the activity of 
educational establishments for the purpose of utilization 
of the latter for the popularization amongst the people of 
the most important problems of socialist construction and 
influencing of the workers to practical participation in 
4.2 
the working out of these problems. 
4. Approving the decree of the People's Commissariat 
of Education, the ioYie.t of People's Commissars of the 
R.S .F .,g .R. propose the following in conformity with the 
above-mentioned tasks with which the organs of education 
are confronted, to revise the forms and methods of work 
of the organs of people~s education and systems of ed-
ucational establishments, having in view through this in 
the first place the necessity for bringing into being the 
following concrete assignments: 
a) to strengthen the influencing of the organization of 
Soviet society toward a continued and prplonged participation 
in the work of the organs and establishments of people's 
education in the goals pointed out to them of social co-
operation and support as well as in the aim of the realiz-
ation of social control and support of such, and to exam-
ine from this point of view the present practical work and 
forms of organization of educational work, the working out 
of new forms, the foreseeing of wide social discussion of 
the most important measures, taking part in the setting up 
of social organizations in the current work of cultural 
establishments, ~~ong this number in part the provision of 
inspect~rs for the inspection of these establishments, etc.; 
b) to create such organizational forms of educational work 
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which would permit wide masses of workers in the first 
place to have instilled in them cultural activity, to take 
an immediate interest in the matter of education, making 
use for this first of all, sections of the people's ed-
ucation of towns and village soviets, professio~l unions, 
cooperative organizations, voluntary societies and other 
centers of organization of the mass, and also every kind of 
developing and strengthening experience of the cultural 
movement; 
c) to work out forms and methods of linking economic, 
administrative establishments and undertakings with ed-
ucational establishments, which would solve the task of 
utilizing the latter for the popularization amongst the 
masses of all problems of socialist construction and for 
influincing the wide stratum of workers to active particip-
ation in the solution of these problems; 
d) to make use of the appointed new methods and forms of 
organization of educational work for further strengthening 
and improving all educational-upbringing and educational-
cultural work of educational establishments; 
e) having taken into consideration that the realization of 
the tasks pointed out in number four /above1 demands ap-
propriate organization of the rebuilding of all systems 
of organs of people's education, beginning with that at 
the head of its apparatus, it is proposed to the People's 
Ca.mmissariat of Education of the R.S.F.S.R. under the 
provisions of ~~e directed reconstruction to guarantee 
the systematic participation in the working out of the 
basic ideas of leadership work of peopl's education of 
appropriate economic and social organizations for the 
immediate strengthening of personal responsibility in 
the sphere of present operational work under people's 
education. 
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The following decree was issued on September 5,_ 1931: 
Concerning the elementary 
and the high schools 
Preceding along the road to the realization of the 
programs of the Communist ~arty, in compliance with which 
•the s~~ool must be not only a means of providing the 
principles of communism in general, but also ~ means of 
providing an ideological, organizational-training influence 
on the half-proletarian and non-proletarian layers of the 
working masses in the aim of bringingup a generation, 
especially, conclusively to establish communismn •••• the 
proletarian government has attained huge success in the 
matter pf spreading a school network and the reconstruction 
of the schools. The number of pupils in the elementary 
and secondary schools grew from 7, 800 in 1914 to 
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20,000:,QOO in 1931. The fundamental picture of the social 
makeup of the .school was changed: the children of laborers 
and of the wide mass of workers in the villages, Who did not 
have before the opportunity to educate their children in 
the school, are now the basic contingent of the schools. 
Instruction given in the native tongue has reached the 
most culturally retarded of the peoples of the Soviet Union, 
and is provided in 70 languages • 
• • • • Soviet schools, having set up as their task "to 
prepare on all sides for the development of a. plan· of 
com..'llunist society," give to the children an incomparably 
broader social-political mental outlook and general de-
velopment than the pre-revolution bourgois schools • 
• • • .'.i:ogether with the decisive steps in relation to 
the accomplishment of compulsory instruction for children 
of school age, the schools moved significantly ahead along 
the road to unification of school instruction with product-
ive labor and social work, thanks to those foundations laid 
down by the reconstruction of the schools on the basis of 
polytechnicalism. 
The increase in numbers of artisans, although lacking 
in qua.~ity and with techiique still poorly mastered, in 
conjunction with the provision for reinforcing the school 
to the factories, state far.ms, machine and tractor service 
stations, and collective farms, per.mita the· polytechnical 
school to develop still more widely and fundamentally. 
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However, notwithstanding all these attainments, the 
Central Committee decrees that the Soviet schools are still 
far from fulfilling the huge demands such as are presented 
to it by the current stage of socialist construction. ~he 
Central Committee considers that the fundamental lack of the 
sChools at eh givenmoment consists in that the instruction 
in the school does not give a sufficient extent of know-
ledge and unsatisfactorily carries out the task of prep-
aration fQr technical institutes and for higher schools of a 
completely literate people, who have mastered well the 
basic sciences, (physics,. chemistry, mathematics, native 
language, geography, etc.). On the strength of this, the 
polytechnicalization of the schools demands in a series of 
cases a formal character and is not getting ch'ildren ready 
as thoroughly developed builders of socialism, who have 
tied together theory and practice, and who have· mastered 
technique. 
Every attempt to break the polytechnicalization of the , 
school away fr·om systematic and exact comprehension of 
science, especially Physics, chemistry and mathematics, the 
teaching of which must be established on the basis of strict 
lesson plans and provision for strictly established schedules, 
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appears as the grossest perversion of the idea. of the p'oly-
technical school. "Connnunism can become possible only then, 
' 
when you have enriched yo1,1r mind with all that knowledge 
which mankind has produced," (Lenin, v. XX,V, p. 388) 
As the basis of all further work of the schools, the 
Central Committee proposes to lay down th~ instructions of 
Lenin, given by him as early as 1920. Emphasizing that it 
is impossible to put the question of polytechnicalization 
abstractly, that the problem demar..ds working out in close 
association with the concrete tasks presented the Party, 
Lenin instructed that it was necessary: 
11 1) To avoid premature specialization, to work· 
out instructions about this. 
2) To spread throughout all professional and 
technical schools general educational details. 
3) By definite assignment, to institute im-
mediately a transition to polytechnical education, or 
more exactly, quick realization of a series of steps 
leading prrnpptly to polytechnical education •••• 
4) We need cabinetmakers, mechanics, right now. 
Positively. All must become carpenters, mechanics, 
and so forth, but with sorne kind of additional general-
educe. ti onal and polytechnical minimum." 
"The task of the school of the first level (12-17), 
or more exactly, of the higher classes of the first 
level, is to provide carpenters, mechanics, etc., fully 
knowing their trade, completely able to become masters, 
and to replaP.e practical preparation, in order, however, 
that this "tradesman" should have a wide general knowledge • 
•••• ; should be a communist •••• ; should hav~ a poly-
technical scope and rudiments, the' basis of a ·poly-
technical education. 
Namely: 
a) a basic understanding of electricity •••• ; 
b) about the application of electricity to 
mechanical industry; 
c) also--to chemistry; 
d) also--about the plan of electrification of 
R.S.F.S.R.; 
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e.) have visited no less than 1-3 times an elec-
trical station, factory, collective; 
f) should know something of the basis of agro-
nomy, etc., and have worked out in detail the minimum 
knowledge". 
As a conseq3ence of all this the Central Committee 
of the All Union ommunist Party (bolsheviki) decrees: 
1. The basic task of the school 
To ordor the People's Comrr:issars of Education of the 
Federated Republics to quickly organize a scientific-
Marxist working out of programs having guaranteed in them 
an exactly outlined circle of systematized knowledge 
(native language, mathematics, physics, chemistry, geography, 
history), calculated to begin on the first of Janyary, 1932, 
teaching according to revised programs. 
Simultaneously with the revised programs, the 
Cammissars of People's Education must undertake a series of 
measures which guarantee the actual opportunity of teaching 
according to the new programs (instructions to teachers, 
the handing out of responsible decrees, etc.). 
Applying in the Soviet schools various new methods, 
which can promote the development of initiative and active 
participation in the socialist construction, it is nec-
essary to launch a decisive assault against the light-
headed methodology of the "proj actors," methods implanted 
on a mass scale, not proved beforehand in practice, that 
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have of late tirnes especially clearly shown themselves in 
the application of the so-called "project method". As a 
result of the anti-Leninist theory of the "dying out of the 
school", attempts to found as the basis of all school work 
the so-called "project method" lead actually to the de-
struction of the school. 
1he Central Committee obliges the Commissars of 
People's Educatinn of the Federated Republics to quickly 
organize and set up on the proper scale scientific in-
vestigational work; to attract better the Party's strength 
to ~~e matter and to rebuild it on strict Marxist-Leninist 
fundamentals • 
In the period of socialism, when the proletariat is 
realizing finally the annihilation of classes in the con-
ditions of sharpened class warfare, the maintenance of 
6ammunist upbringing in Soviet schools and the strengthen-
ing of the battle against any attempt to subject children 
of the Soviet schools to elements of anti-proletarian 
ideology acquires exceptionally important significance. 
In conjunction with this the Central Cammittee proposes 
to the Party's organizations to strengthen the leadership 
of the schools and take under immediate observation the 
establishment of the teaching of social-political discipline 
in the seven-year schools, pedagogical secondary schools 
and pedagogical institutes. 
2. Improvement of methods of 
leadership in the schools 
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Noticing the unsatisfactory state of cadres in org-
anizing the methodological leadership of the schools in the 
organs of people's education, the Central Committee pro-
poses to the Culture and Propaganda Section jointly with 
Commissars and Culture-propagandists •••• in the ter.m of a 
month to work out plans for the preparation of Marxist-
Leninist cadres for methodological work in organs of 
people's education and to reinforce the chief links of the 
methodological leaders by means of improved party theor-
etical and pedagog~cal strength. 
To oblige the Commissars of People's Education of 
the Federated Republics to introduce into the system of 
orgr>-ns of people's education instructor's institutes, 
beginning with the regional links, for constant practical 
help to the teacher in his every-day work in the school. 
The staff of instructors is to be drawn from experienced 
teachers who know well the school and its tasks •••• To 
oblige all Communists entering upon leadership work in 
tne sphere of people's education, in the shortest possible 
time to master the methodological side of school work. 
To lay before the Society of Marxist-Pedagogues in 
communist academies the task of working out according to 
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the assignment of the People's Commissar of Education, 
the basic problems of methodological help to the teaching 
staff in its daily work. To revise the existing periodical 
publications concerning pedagogical problems with the aim 
of a decided improvement in quality and a turning of their 
attention to the school and its needs •••• 
5. Direction and leadership of the school 
Noting the accomplishments during late years by the 
People's Commissars of Education of successes in the re-
building of all of its organizational work, the Central 
Committee of the Par~y emphasizes that the improvement of the 
quality of school work is impossible without a decided rais-
ing of the quality of leadership in the schools on the part 
of the organs of people's education, of the rapid transition 
of them to operative, concrete and differentiated leadership, 
•••• with the establishment ::t:n F.lll links of people's education 
of a strict, exclusive delegation of responsibility for 
fundamental work. The Central Committee demands of a 11 
organs of peopl's education, work and leadership in con-
formity with the regenerating demands which are presented 
to the school by the socialist reconstruction of the people's 
economy • 
• • • • The People's Commissars of Education of the Federated 
Republics must, while organizing practical aid for the 
teachers in their work, raise the responsibility of the 
duties of a teacher for the quality of school work, dis-
tinguishing and encouraging those devoted to and knowing 
the business of teaching. 
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io establish the work of the organ of chlld self-gov-
ernment in the school in such a manner that it would be 
the chief determinant of the raising of the quality of 
scholarship and the strengthening of the awareness of dis-
cipline in the school. 
The Central Cammittee considers, that for the success-
ful accomplishing of decreed tasks by means of the present 
establishments, the People's Commissars of Education must 
carry on the battle with those. elements in the organs of · 
people's education wich oppose the change in the direction 
of school work, as directed to current establishments, 
together with the raising of the quality of instruction, 
whether carried away by leftist phrases or drawn back to 
the bourgois school. 
The Central Committee emphasizes the growing signif-
icance and role of the school in the socialist construction, 
the Central Committee proposes to all organizations to 
carry on the systematic and unyielding struggle against 
opportunist, anti-Leninist perversions of political :r:arties 
in the field of school work. The success of the battle with 
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the chief danger on the course of the construction of poly-
technical schools, with the rightist-opportunist distortions 
of political parties, against the attempts to preserve the 
old wordy school, agamnst the separation of theoretical 
institutions and practice, lies in the strength of the · 
battle ·1Jith the leftist-opportunist perversions, with the 
theory of the "dying-out of the schools", and tha abase-
ment of the teacher. 
The Central Committee turns the attention of all 
Party organizations to the necessity of decidedly strength-
ening Of the attention of the masses to the school, to the 
work of teachers, and to the enforcement of the day-by-
day concrete leadership of the school. 
This decree was followed by a number of others of a 
more specific nature. Taken together, these decrees give 
a picture of what the Soviet leaders wanted their education 
to produce. The decrees are presented here with only those 
comments necessary for transition from one to the other, 
and v<ith the writer's condensations ofl omissions of pnrts 
not pertaining to this particulax• thesis. 
1he next decree is a direct attack upon subject matter 
and methods of teaching. The text follows: 
On .the. teach:tng of .. civ:lc ·.history 
in the schools of' the, u.s.S.R• 
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The Council of People's Commissars of' the U.s.s.R. and 
the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party 
(bolsheviki) state that the teaching of' history in schools 
of u.s.s.R. is unsatisfactory. The textbooks and oral in-
structions are of an abstract schematic character. Instead 
of the teaching of' civic history in an animated and enter-
taining way with an exposition of the most important events 
and facts in their chronological sequence and with sketches 
of historical personages, the pupils are given abstract def'-
initior..s of social and economic formations, v:hich :·thus re-
place the successive exposit~on of civic history by abstract 
sociological schemes. 
The decisive condition of a permanent mastery of history 
is the observance of historical and chronological sequences 
in the exposition of historical events, with a due e.mpnasis 
in the memory of pupils of important historical facts, the 
names of historical persons and chronological dates. Only 
such a course of historical teaching' can ensure the nee-
essary understanding, accuracy of presentation, and con-
creteness of historical material, correct analysis and 
correct explanation of historical events leading pupils to 
the Marxist conception of history, are possible only on 
this basis. 
In conformity with this, the Concil of People's 
Commissars of the U.S.S.R. and the Central Committee of 
the All-Union Communist Party (bolsheviki), decree: 
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1) To prepare by June, 1935, the following new history 
textbooks: 
a) a history of the ancient world; 
b) a history of the middle ages; 
c) a modern history; 
d~) a history of U.s.s.R.; 
e) a modarn history of dependent and colonial countries • 
•••• In the aim of preparing qualified specialists in 
history, to reinstate as of September first, 1934, faculties 
of history in the Moscow and Leningrad Universities, with 
the contingent of students to be admitted in the fall at 
one hundred and fifty for each faculty, and to set the course 
of training at five years •••• 
A decree of the same general tone was issued on the 
same day, May sixteenth, 1934, concerning the teaching of 
geography in the elementary and secondary schools: 
~he Council •••• states that the teaching of geography 
in the elementary and secondary schools is suffering froot 
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substantial deficiencies, of which the most important are 
abstractness and dryness of exposition, lack of physical 
and geographical material, poor reading of maps, overburden-
ing of oral instruction and geographical textbooks with 
statistical-economic data and general schemes, consequently, 
the students very often leave school without possessing 
an elementary knowledge of geography. 
For the removal of the above deficiencies, the Council 
•••• and the Central Committee consider it necessary to re-
vise the pr·ograms and textbooks of geography for the el-
ementary and secondary schools, and to instruct the Com-
missariats of Public Education of the Federated Republics 
to be guided by the following conditions: 
1. In the teaching of geograPhy in the elementary 
schools, (3rd and 4th classes), to guarantee reinforcing in 
the memory of the students the principal geographic names 
(countries, rivers, mountains, towns, etc.), and an exact 
knowledge of geographical maps within the limits of est-
ablished programs, to attain the greatest accuracy of pre-
sentation, popularity and interest of exposition. 
2. In the teaching of geography in the secondary 
schools, to intrDduce the following changes: 
a) in the program of the 5th class to organize the 
pnysical geography and preserve the existing extent of the 
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program, but to simplify the content and adapt it to the age 
of the students in the 5th class; 
b) in the program of the 6th class, to concentrate on 
a physical-geographical survey of the world (Europe, Asia, 
America, Africa, Australia), with the addition of basic 
information or the most i>nportant countries in each part 
of the world (political order, public economy, etc.), 
having cut down and simplified the matarial in cmmpliance 
with the age of the students of this class; 
c) in the program of the 7th class to keep the general 
physical-geographical survey of the U.S.S.R., while sig-
nificantly increasing its scope, and also the survey of 
republics, regions and provinces of the u.s.s.R., in such 
a manner as to s irnplify arid free the material from economic 
and statistical details, and at the same time to emphasize 
in this survey the geographical features of each republic, 
region and province (description of lakes, rivers, seas, 
climate, population characteristics, important towr~, rail-
roads, paved roads, etc.); 
d) to teach economic geography of U.s.s.R. in the 
program of the 8th class in such a way as to give detailed 
economic and geographical description of each district, 
preceded by a general survey of the productive strengths 
of u.s.s.R. and of the state of the natioaal economy; 
e) to introduce into the 9th class instruction in 
the geography of capitalistic countries. 
3. fo prepare new geography textvooks by June, 1935, 
and to appoint •••• authors •••• 
A decree issued on December 29, 1935, gives evidence 
of the displeasure of the Soviet leaders with the short-
comings of their educational program. It states that a 
number of previous decrees: 
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" •••• have ordered the People's Comissariat of Education 
to establish a unified organizational structure of 
schools, to strengthen order and discipline amongst 
students, to organize properly the whole system of 
technique and to ensure a concrete, actual and diff-
erentiated management of each separate school." 
These orders had been carried out unsatisfactorily, it went 
on to say. Curricula changed annually so that "stability 
and system" were upset and dBmolished. The pupils 1 stan-
dards of knowledge were insufficient for university and 
college preparation. It also claimed that: 
" •••• 'l'he People 1 s Commissariat of Education has 
not issued, up till now, regulations on the behavior 
. of pupils in the school and out of it; they have not 
-drawn up standard school regulations to define the 
rigid internal order .in s·chools and to be a guide to 
the school administrator, teacher, school organizations, 
and pupils •••• " 
The decree stated that the Commissariats for People's 
Education did not "fully realize the necessity of properly 
strengthening and organizing the school. 11 Their attitude wa.s 
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"a consequence of the stupid anti-Leninist theory of .:;he 
dying-out of the school, still cherished by a considerable 
number of educational workers." The stipulations of the 
decree provided for· a general unification of the school 
system, with the grades made standard throughout the Union. 
A system of marks was introduced: 
" •••• 8) To establish in the schools the ·fo:ihlowing 
five grades of estimation of the attainment of the 
pupils: (1) very poor, (2) poor, (3) average, (4) good, 
(5) excellent. To instruct the School Departments •••• 
to prepare standards of estimates, compulsory for all 
the schools of the u.s.s.R., of the attainments of 
the P\fpils, so that a similar standard of knowledge 
attained is to be similarly estimated in all schools." 
Section two of this decree concerns the rules of the 
school and the "correct behavior of pupils." It states 
that the rules "must possess a categorically and completely 
obligatory character for teachers as well as for students." 
The regulation pertaining to this must be a basic document, 
defining the aims and tasks of the school of every type, 
organizing the structure of the school, the rules and duties 
of the administration of the school, of pedagogical and 
school organizations, and also must firmly establish a 
school regime both nn the basis of inner order of the 
school and of the correct behavior of the pupils in the 
1/ 
school and out of it7 
1/ Tfiese rules as finally formulated are given in the ap-
pendix of I Want To Be Like Stalin, by G.S. Connts and 
N.P. Lodge~ JOnn Day;-N~ork, 1947 
say: 
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Article two, section two of this decrees goes on to 
"The basis of the rules of the pupils' behavior 
must be strict and conscientious attention to dis-
cipline, respectful relations to the teachers, 
comrades and elders, the development of cultural 
habits, a careful relationship toward school and pub-
lic property, and also measures for de~isively com-
bating hooliganism and anti-social behavior amongst the 
children." .· 
Administration officials are directed to enforce the 
above by introducing into the school a uniform type of 
school record book containing the basic rules on the be-
havior of pupils. A personal file is to be kept on each 
pupil "from the moment he enters the school until he leaves 
it." 
Article three directs that uniforms be introduced 
for pupils ~f the elementary, intermediate and high schools, 
beginning with the year 1936, to be introduced first in 
Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev~ ~Kharkhov and Minsk. 
On the twenty-ninth of December, 1935, there was 
issued a decree which was aimed at further increasing the 
quality of the schools and school work. It stated tre t 
Whereas at the present time those restrictions preventing 
admittance of children of non-workers and of persons de-
prived of the privilege of voting wereno longer "dictated 
by circumstance, 11 it was decided: 
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" •••• 1. To abolish all restrictions in respect to the 
admission for entrance examination to the universities 
and technical schools established for persons whose 
parents are deprived of cert&in rights or who, owing to 
their social origin, were previously denied admission." 
In line with the increasing emphasis on efficiency of 
obtmning subject-matter results, the Soviets in 1943 
abolished co-education on the basis of the fact that with 
boys and girls in separate schools, education for each would 
be more effective. The move was especially in the interest 
of military training for the children, and was to be a 
permanent policy for the development of military skills in 
the youth. 
The decree issued on March twenty-fourth, 1944, 
provides regulations for the enforcement of the rules set 
forth in previous orders. 1he text of the decree follows: 
The People's Commissariat of Education, although 
noting some improvement in educational v1ork and teaching, 
maintain that certain teachers and directors of schools 
in their practical work tolerate perversions of the prin-
ciples of Soviet education. 
These perversions come under two headings: 
on the one hand, teachers and directors of schools 
neither present firm demands on the students nor em-
ploy sui table measures of expres!3ion for violation of 
order and discipline in the school, confining 
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themselves to the use of futile explanations and ex-
hortation directed toward the dull and lazy; 
on the other hand, systematic educational work with 
all pupils as individuals is frequently replaced by 
bare administration, the mechanical transference into 
the school of the disciplinary practices of the army, 
and also the meting out of punishments which are in-
sulting to the dignity of the pupil. 
These and other practices do not give positive 
results nor develop the sense of duty and responsibil-
ity of the students, decrease the authority of the 
teacher and director and contradict the educational 
policies of the Party and progressive tradition of 
Russian pedagogy. 
The Party and the government repeatedly have 
given out exhaustive orders about the courses and 
methods of enforcing order and discipline in the 
school. Discipline of the pupils trains them to sup-
port the work of the school and its general tenor; 
by means of skillful teaching of textbook subjects, 
strict regimentation of all school life, steadfast 
upholding by every schoolworker of the "Rules for 
Students," by determined organize. tion of childrens 1 
collectives, alk intelligently presented by means of 
reward and punishment. 'Ihe leading r·ole in .this 
matter belongs to the teacher. 
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Only prompt putting into effect of these decrees, 
skillful surmounting of difficulties in educational 
work, and not irrespo~ibly flying from one extreme to 
another, will ensure the requisite discipline of the 
students. 
It is decreed; 
To the chiefs of district {regional) sections of 
people's education ••••• 
1. To place in the center of attention of the 
sections of people's education, of the directors and 
teachers of schools, along with the task of raising 
the qu~<lity of instruction of students, the obligation 
of enforcing discipline and order of all kinds in the 
school. 
2. To charge the directors and teachers of schools 
with the obligation of untiring and systematic act-
uation of the "Rules for Students." 
To explain to the directors and teachers of the 
schools the necessity for influence on the p~pils of 
the skillful combination of methods of persuasion 
with the inflexible demand for incontestable fulfill-
ment of the rules established for them in the school 
and out of it. 
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3. To establish the following measures of reward 
and punishment of the pupils: 
a) reward: the praise of the teacher, prizes 
and testimonials of literacy, given out by the director 
of the school; 
b) punisl~ent; ~e by the teacher !the 
word has the ambiguous meaning of either a pointed 
remark or a rap on the knuckles. However, considering 
h the order in which the punis~ents are arranged, it 
would seem to mean here a pointed remark.!.1, rebuke 
before the class, an order to stand (by the board, 
by the desk, by the teacher's table, by the door), 
dismissal from class, remaining after the lesson, a 
reduction of the mark for conduct, a sumn:ons for re-
primand by the Pedagogical Council, expulsion from 
school {temporarily--for no more than two weeks, 
at· times, from one to three years), commitment to a 
school with a special regime. 
The expulsion of pupils from school for periods 
of from one to three years, referral to a school with 
a special regime must be approved by district sections 
of education. 
4. To point out that the initiation of reward and 
punishment depends completely upon the pedagogical 
consideration, judgment and deliberation of the 
teacher and director of the school, and that reward 
and punis~ent are most efficient when most intell-
igently and concisely presented. 
5. Emphasizing the decis.ive role of t 11e teacher 
and establishing order and discipline in the school 
to provide on the part of pedagogical collectives the 
sole demand to the students of unfailingly carrying 
out every reguirement of the school, the careful 
preparation of the lesson, the actuation of it in 
educational aims, and the constant striving for per-
fection of the teacher in the problem of theory and 
practice of education. 
6. Considering that the workers of the Komsomol 
and Pioneer organizations in the school are an in-
alienable part of all educational work, to direct 
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their efforts to the creation of a social ppinion of 
the students by which each rift of order and discipline 
would be unforgivable, as well as besmirching the 
honor of the school and the principal. 
7. To demand of the directors and teachers of 
the schools serious work on the improvement of mil:-
itary-physical education of the pupils, innoculating 
them with habits of work, and also developing extra-
class and extra-school measures as a means of 
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enforcing discipline in the school and out of it. 
8. To strengthen the pedagogical propaganda 
amongst the population and parents of pupils on the 
problems of education, to reestablish lectures, 
parents' universities, and to provide systematic 
lectures and declamations. 
This collection of decrees indicates the nature of 
the system of education and upbringing which the Soviet 
leaders wish to establish. It must be remembered, however, 
that these are ord~rs from the top, not necessarily proof 
that such a system is actually in effect. Inferences as to 
what the system actually produces depends upon an examin-
ation of the outcomes of Russian education. 
2. Results of Soviet education 
1/ 
~ne introductory paragraph of a recent article- on 
Soviet education makes the following statement: 
" •••• the fundamental question underlying all education-
al systems /rs1: what kind of citizens is this educat-
ional system aesigned to turn out? Wnat intellect-
ual habits and moral and civic standards does it im-
part to the youths in its charge?" 
'Ihe author of this artic?p was in Riga when the Russ-
ians occupied the Baltic states in 1940. He was teaching 
1/ 0. Anis imov, 11 The 3oviet Sys tern of Education," The 
RUssian heview, April, 1950, pp. 87-97 
6? 
in a secondary school which the Soviet authorities set out 
to convert into an institution run according to the prin-
ciples of "scientific socialism." All teaching was super-
vised by political inspectors, and instructors were im-
ported to indoctrinate the staff with the "new educational 
methods •" 
His opinion of these.instructors was that: 
"They were neither well-info:r·med in a general sense, 
nor widely .read, nor simply competent in their own 
field •••• they pointed out to us that all real education 
was political education •••• " 
The former textbooks were baxn1ad, and a staff of authors 
set about compiling new ones. The teachers were compelled 
to take a c curse in "political education." 
'Ihis course u conSisted: in memorizing chapters from the 
famous Short Course of the History of ~ Russian Communist 
Party," IJ.hey were told by the instructor that this was the 
'most scientific book in the world,' 11 because • 1 every word 
in it had been approved by Clomrade Stalin personally.'" All 
training in this "political education" was by rote memory. 
If reasons were given for a statement, they had to be given 
in the words of Communist leaders; there was no room in the 
system for personal opinion or estimation. The author of 
the article voices his conclusions about the system after 
several months of subjection to it: 
"It became clear to me that we were expected to preach--
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"for preaching it was--a new religion based on hatred. 
{class warfare), presenting the religion as a science 
and using strictly scientific methods in spreading it. 
This combination of reli§ious faith and scientific 
methods is the basis of oviet education and ideology. 
It deserve_s a clear analysis, because of the terrible 
grip it exercises upon the minds of the youths •••• " 
It was emphasized to the teachers that their duty was 
to creat in Soviet youths a "sense of urgency and of per-
a onal responsibility" in beating back the capitalist aggress-
ors who surround the Russian state. Their lower standard 
of living and the cnnstant pressure of plans and purges 
are blamed on the capitalistic countries. The author ex-
plains how this is carried out in teaching practice: 
"The feeling grows upon the young student that he can 
only assert himself through a negative attitude towar·d 
the rest of the non-Communist world. To develop and 
strengthen this feeling is one of the main objectives 
of Soviet education. To achieve this method is to 
paint a very black picture of Russia's past and of 
terrible conditions in the capitalistic countries thus 
making the low standard of living in the Soviet Union 
appear as a definite improvement and a constructive 
achievement. By comparing, for instance, the social 
conditions of Great Britain around 1850 with the 
present-day conditions in Russia, they give an appear-
ance of verity to what is a deliberate distortion. 
And what rea~ may a Soviet citizen have to doubt the 
veracity of Dickens' writings, for instance? How is 
he to know that things have changed in England since 
Dickens' days?" 
ihe quotations which follow are personal reports by 
Soviet-trained teachers, telling of the methods they use, 
and indicating the outcomes they were striving for. The 
material was originally the report of a conference, and 
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1/ 
was translated and printed as an article- 2~ Soviet 
Studies. Excerpts from·\: this report follow7 
"A.M. Filipchenko of :Leningrad says: 
'In the tenth class Lage 16-171 and also in others 
I try to get the pupils to think independently. For 
this I let them play a leading and active part in the 
lessons. Under my guidance they argue and express 
their own attitudes to the facts of the material cover-
ed. Naturally the textbook •••• then becomes merely a 
teaching aid, but the exercixe books become very im-
portant. In this way I teach them to think independ-
ently, considering that a correct mode of thinking •••• 
is the first condition for developing among children a 
Connnunist view of the world.' 
•••• Both the reports on history deal with the 
...... 
the teaching of modern history to senior pupils in 
secondary schools. Contemporary events and trends 
are used in the lessons, whose object is Stated by M. 
V. Kropcheva of Leningrad as follov;s: 
'The task of the history teacher in the lOth 
1/ K·E· Birkett, "A Conference of Russian Teachers," Soviet 
~tudies, April, 1950, PP• 319-327 
2/ rlhe· two following articles are double-spaced for clarity, 
out are set off from the other material by-quadruple-spacing 
and a five-space indentation. 
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111 grade is to show the children, by plenty of factual 
material, the fundamental idees of the course, which 
makes up the basis of a Communist view of the world: 
the tt:..eory of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the 
subst&nce of Soviet power, etc., and to make these 
ideas the personal conviction of the children.• 
1he other history teacher (E. v. Polzikova-Rubets, 
of Leningrad) says: 
1 In going through the syllabus of the 9th and lOth 
classes we must give the children a thorough under-
standing that capitalism is doomed to die, and that all 
the efforts of the bourgoisie cannot avert this •· 
In studYing the history of the past, use of con-
temporary material is one of the means to a better 
u:nders tanding of the past on the one hand, and on the 
other hand to a correct appraisal of the present •••• 
I noted several current questions of our ti::;e which 
had their roots in the past: first revelation of the 
falsity of bourgois democracy mainly by analysis of 
the constitutions and electoral systems.' 
This teacher gives details of schemes of analysis 
prepared by V.A. Orlov, head of the History Department 
I 
of the Leningrad Teacher's Training Institute, one on 
the hussian Constitution (1850-1918) and one on the 
"English. The basis here is an article which appeared 
in the Leningrad Pravda on January 30, 1947, entitled, 
'The Electoral System in England:' 
' •••• The article helps the children to understand 
that the oldest democracy in Europe, at one time pro-
gressive, has become out-of-date, that only the re-
actionary bourgoisie and those who are being led by 
the nose regard it as a "genuine" democracy, and that 
all advanced progressive mankind is observing with the 
greatest sympathy how we build our state •••• 
Here we may remind the children that the English 
bour~cisie have not always been a reactionary class. 
We recall the reform of 1852 (sic), the elimination 
of a number of 'rotten boroughs.' In those days the 
bourgoisie fought against the landed aristocracy for 
a more progressive electoral system and during the 
whole of the 19th century the struggle for extension 
of the franchise continued. 
In our ti~es the English bourgoisie makes wide 
use of its financial resources to ensure the election 
of its candidates during election campaigns •••• ' 
Economic geography also affor·ds opportunity for· 
comment on other countries and economic systems, and 
for inculcationg pride in the achievements of the 
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11 Soviet Union, its economic resources and strength, 
and the conviction that the Soviet system is superior 
to all otl~ers. Not only lessons in school, but talks 
and conversations outside and class excursions to 
places of interest in the district, are used to in-
crease 'local patriotism~' pride and interest in the 
Motherland •••• " 
1/ 
1he following- is an alalysis of the results of an 
examination in modern history. It was compiled by N.G. 
Dairi, whom the translators say was evidently a secondary 
school inspector or other senior staff member of the Moscow 
Regior~l Education Department. Excerpts follow: 
"The author's observations are based on the final 
history examinations of the year 1949/50 in the two 
senior forms of five ten-year secondary schools in the 
immediate heighbomood of Moscow, during which he was 
present •••• 
1 T.he answers show that •••• The work required by the 
Party has been clearly manifest in the schools. 
v~at are the positive features more or less 
cominon to the examinations in the majority of the 
schools? 
1/ "On the Results of School Examinations in Modarn History,n 
Jrepodavanniye Istorii v Shkolye (Teaching Historz in the 
School), May, 1950, translation in soviet Studies - -
· 
1 
• _, '! 1 •••• to e.. greater extent than in the preced~ng 
years they are now trying to show an event in its 
various interconnections with other events and are 
making generalizations from them, tryi:r1g to show how 
society develo~s according to laws. 
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There were few mechanical textbook replies and a 
considerable increase in independent and creative · 
answers •••• 
To a considerably greater extent than last year 
the 9th and lOth form pupils are now contrasting the 
events of the past with the present and these com-
par1sons are more successful and correct. For example, 
- . 
in speaking of the imperialist policy of the United 
States at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning 
ot the twentieth century, pupils as a rule expose the 
contemporary aggressive policy of the American iJrr,-
perialists. Answering a series of tickets on the labor 
movement and the Second International from 1879-1918, 
on .the growth of opportunism among them and the treach-
ery of their leaders, pupils in the majority of cases 
conclude this account by unmasking the treachery of 
the contemporary right-wing socialists. 1 " 
Dairi cites as the "most characteristic positive 
features in the knowledge of lOth fonn pupils:" 
1) ability to "fully elucidate the progressive ro.le 
played by the Russian people in world history;" 
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2) evidence that their teacher had "done a considerable 
amount of work in organizing the independent study by the 
pupils of a series of works by Marxist classics;" 
3) "a •••• wider and deeper knowledge of such extremely 
important subjects as the party of the new type, its 
strategy and tactics, and the dictatorship of the prolet-
ariat, than they could have o~ptained from the textbook;" 
4) the writing by "better pupils in almost all schools" 
of "correct answers to such questions as: 'Do we find the 
dictatorship of the proletariat in the countries of the 
People's Democracy? \~y does the regime of a People's 
• 
Democracy fulfill the function of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, am what is this function?" 
5) the reflection in many answers of "patriotic 
pride in their country and in the glorious past of the 
Russian people;" 
6) the attempt of pupils to "emphasize the priority 
of Russian scholars, inventors and travellers and speak 
most .affectionately of our great military leaders;" 
7) reference to Nicholas I as the "international 
ttpoliceman" to "stress the· fact that the Soviet Union is 
the leading country in the camp of democracy, peace and 
socialism;" 
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8) in relating the Peace of Portsmouth to the contem-
porary situation, bringing out the fact that "the black 
spot of the defeat of 1905, the responsibility for which 
lies on the shoulders of Tsarism, was only wiped out under 
the Soviet power when in 1945 the Russian territories of 
Sakhalin and the Kurile islands were returned." 
A lOth for.m girl received a mark of 4 (B) for the 
following answer to the topics: 
"The beginning of the second world war. The struggle 
of the u.s.s.R. for peace in the conditions of the 
second world war: 
'Lenin pointed out that the territorial distrib-
ution of the capital~st power has been completed •••• 
The responsibility /for Germany's being able to un-
leash a second worlawar1 lies with the American im-
perialists, who helped rn the swift restoration of 
England and France, which rejected the policy of 
collective security and set Germany on against the 
u.s.s.R.'" 
Dairi askes, "How should the answers quoted here be 
marked?" and then indicates his opicllon of their quality 
by saying: 
"The majority of them are intelligent and creative 
answers. 1hey all show thorough knowledge, independent 
thought and an ability to select facts, and they dem-
onstrate that history really serves as a means of 
communist education of the pupils." 
His idea of the attainment of a favorable learning 
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product is exemplified by the following: 
"Pupils have a good knowledge of the fundamental dif-
ference between a socialist and a bourgois revolution, 
between the Stalin Constitution and a bourgois con-
stitution." 
Judging from the samples of answers on which he bases the 
above statement, he appears to consider the essent.ial dif-
ference to be the "historical limitation" and the retention 
of private property. He quotes from the pupils' answers: 
••even •••• the most damocratic among them--retained 
private property in the means of production and con-
sequently retained exploitation. Our Stalin Consti-
tution, on the other hand, does away with exploitation 
and ensures real equality and a happy life for the 
workers. 1 " 
Another objective is indicated by Dairi when he says 
that the pupils in the 9th form in a particular school: 
"mastered the central question of the course, i.e., 
Lenin's teaching on imperialism. They formulate its 
features accurat~ly, they elaborate each of these end 
draw their conclusions on the decay of capitalism, 
the inevitablity of its downfall, and the victory of 
socialism •••• u 
Dairi cites also a number of unsatisfactory answers. 
A brief notation of the shortcomings of these will also 
throw some light on the actual outcomes of Soviet social 
education. Dairi considers as faults: 
1) a ~short and poor" account of the first Five Year 
Plan, which did not include laying the foundations for a 
socialist economy, achievement of technical construction 
and the elimination of the Kulak class; 
2) "a fluent but empty answer to a question on the rise 
of scientific Conununism." This failed to contain :Marx's 
conception of history, the source of development of society, 
the definition of classes, and an exposition of the pupil's 
knowledge about classes and societies. 
3) a paucity of factual knowledge on the French Rev-
olution and no idea of "the basic difference between a bour-
gois and a socialist revolution." 
1he author states that the cause of these poor perform-
ances is excessively liberal marking and the establishment 
of low standards. One teacher of poorly performing students 
had given no 2 1 s (D's) during the year, and a number of her 
high-ranking pupils scored low on the examinations. The 
author emp,hasized the desirability of uniform standards 
throughout the Union. He attributes this discrepancy to 
~he "low ideiny (ideological) standard of teaching." He 
complains that a teacher who has a low ~y-~ 
standard: 
"has not understood his main task, which consists in 
carrying out the well-know instructions of Comrade J. 
v. Stalin, A.A. Zhdanov, and S.M. Kirov, •••• that the 
idea of contrast between bourgois and socialist rev-
olution should form the very core of the course in 
modern history. In speaking of bourgois constitutions, 
the teacher is obliged to expose bourgois democracy, 
to show the superiority of Soviet democracy and the 
immeasurable superiority of the socialist over the 
capitalist structure." 
He adds to this a sharp reprimand: 
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"Unfortunately, there are still quite a number of , 
teachers who have not learnt to subordinate their 
work to the most important tasks of ideological-pol-
itical education." 
Dairi concludes his article with an extensive analysis 
and interpretation of the test results in terms of the 
teaching that had been done. He maintains that teachers 
of modern history could contribute more to the attainment 
of objectives if, among other things, they: 
1) showed the social and economic changes resulting 
from each Five Year Plan; 
2) did not exaggerate the influence of foreign cultures 
on Russian culture; 
3) taught what a nation is; 
4) taught the "concrete facts about /economi£1 crises, 
and brought about the real_ization "that crises are a constant 
phenomenon under capitalism;" 
5) taught more about the Stakhanovite movement; 
6) taught the pupils to quote poetry and literature, 
especially to quote accurately t:he Marxist classics. 
He advocates a "further development of the ideological• 
poll.tical standard in history teaching." Specifically, he 
reconnnends that good teachers be used as examples to "raise 
the theoretical standard." 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Because, as has been pointed out in the preceding 
material, Russian education, being closely linked with 
the political body 1 has paralleled markedly the general 
pattern of government control, it can justifiably be con-
sidered a "condensed, o·rganic link" with the life outside 
of it. In that it is a representation of a society, it 
seems valid to study its social outcomes, the type of cit-
izen it turns out, by treating it as a society in itself. 
Caut:ion must be exercised in any such interpretation, how-
ever, because of
1
re tendency to look for nan assumed hid-
den orderliness"- and a. pattern of consistent behavior in 
a dynamic entity (the school as a group of persons) which 
is moved in one direction or another by a. number of forces 
impossible to accurately weigh or measure. 
To emphasize the fact that neither the decrees of the 
Communist Party nor the professions of faithful adherence to 
the dogma of the Party Line are enough to explain all the 
outcomes of Russian social education, a parallel may be 
drawn be~;een some of the major forces working on Russian 
'!/ Ho'oex•t: ~. Lynd, Knowledge for What? Princeton University 
~ress, Princeton, 1948, P• 12~----
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society as a whome, and in turn on the condensation of it, 
the school. 
One theory which may be advanced for the trend of 
Russian social education during the past thirty-five years 
is that of the cyclical theory of revolution. If, as this 
theory maintains, a revolutionary movement (as exemplified 
by the American and French revolutions) goes from reaction 
to liberalism, through radicalism and then back to a point 
somewhere below but near its original conservative start, 
then Russian social education has traced the prescribed 
pastern of this cycle. This theory itself could be explain-
ed in terms of the persistence of cultural traits, especially 
in education. The Russian lower classes had had little 
or no school experience, and the extent of their practice 
of self-government had been the rule of the village mir, or 
commune, by the elders. The predominant pattern had been 
one of paternalism, fatalism and avoidance of responsibi-lity. 
There was nothing in the background of these people which 
fitted them for the responsibility of completely demo-
cratic government. 
After the period of liberalism (the Kerensky govern-
ment), when the complete overthrow of the old order finally 
came about, with the Bolshevik government only shakily 
established and needing ever·y bit of popular support, 
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especially from the younger generation, the complete dem-
ocratization of the schools was suddenly declared. The 
result was freedom without responsibility and an attempt 
to introduce a system of behavior for which the culture 
had not fitted tl1e people. There had to be a change of 
some sort when the new system showed itself to be unwork-
able with this particular population. The change was back 
to a system vmich had been a part of their culture, a 
habitual way of solving their problems, the resort to 
authority. 
With a people accustomed to the democratic method, 
able to perodically restrain its excesses and irrespons-
ibilities and pull themselves back into a unit Which works 
by agreement and compromise, the reform of the schools in 
1923 and 1932 would probably have resulted in less license, 
more assumption of responsibility, and an increase in the 
quality of learning products, all with the objective of 
strengthening and widening the base of popular control. 
But the characteristic Russian reaction was to reintroduce, 
under a different regime, and under different names, auth-
oritarian controls which determined the objectives accord-
ing to oligarchally conceived aims and a "revealed" dogma. 
The ultimate objective, by not allowing for change accord-
ing to the results of experimentation, forced behavior to 
conform to a predetermined pattern, and was therefore not 
compatible with democracy. It stressed efficiency of results 
in the way of educational skills at the expense of develop-
ing habits of authoritarian behavior rather than democratic 
procedure. There was no core of independent thought to 
provide vigorous assertion of the right to democratic 
government and democratic education. 
The subsequent developments also parallel the revol-
utionary cycle. 1he leaders as well as the people, al-
thoug."l. imbued with a revolutionary philosophy, had been 
reared under the Tsarist regime. When opposed to it they 
had espoused the cause of violent revolution. This rev-
olutionary fervor was carried over into the ~1enties in the 
movement for "complete cultural revolution." A new society 
was to be built with little or no resemblance to the old. 
As the leaders began to realize that existing institutions 
such as family, church, and private property resisted the 
cultural revolution, their efforts were turned more and 
more to strengthening their leadership of the country. In 
their experience, leadership meant ~uthority. Despite their 
earlier protestations of preference for democracy, leader-
ship in the Party had always meant authoritarianism. There 
had never been room fo:r· compromise in the intellectual 
field any more than there had in the political. To carry 
• 
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out e. policy of authoritarianism, they naturally gravitated 
to those methods which were most familiar to them. 
These methods of asserting authority were not, of 
course, entirely determined by their culture. The very 
nature of authority make·s necessary the use of those 
methods which any: ·tyranny whether political-' economic, 
religious, or ideological, finds ~fective to maintain its 
control. 
Since their pattern of control has been that of stead-
ily increasing authority and the demand for 1nore unthinking 
obedience, the moves which have been nominally "tugs to 
the Left," are in reality only moves to direct popular 
behavior into channels of "safe" thinking and acting, and 
tend to narrow down, rather than broaden out, the ease of 
self-government and individual expression. In the school, 
these moves toward more complete dictatorship have taken 
the forms mentioned in the preceding chapters: less pupil 
responsibility, more teacher authority, a stifling of in-
quiry, an assurance that the mental processes of students 
are controlled so that they yield results sanctioned by 
the dogma of "scientific socialism." 
The concept of revolution, which is an integral part 
of the Communist faith, and e. relatively immediate and 
more attainable goal than that of the ideal Communist state, 
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has been carefully directed away from U.S.S.R. Emphasis 
has been placed upon the economic basis of inequality and 
oppression to make the Soviet tyranny of ideas seem an 
urgent necessity during the present world tensions. This 
has allowed the word "revolution" in the chatechism of the 
Soviets to take on the meaning of a crusade against any who 
do not believe in the faith of Communism. Toleration is 
not allowed even of other group·s who hope to attain the 
same utopian goal by different pathways. In deference to 
the Soviets, however, It can be said that modern nation-
alistic policies have made all countries guilty of the 
educational indoctrination of national superiority and the 
feeling of an external threat to their way of life. 
It would appear that such a highly restricted system 
is bound to meet violent conflicts, and to result in para-. 
doxes which actually disorient rather ~han integrate its 
members with the pattern as a whole. But the observer should 
be careful to found his observations on how the character-
istics of the society satisfy a Russian, not upon how in-
1/ 
tolerable they may seem to an outsider. Lynd- gives us 
a rough but usable yardstick by v,hich we may measure the 
30cial value of this institution if we consider it· to be 
a condensation of the whole culture. He suggests that: 
1/ op. cit., PP• 180-201 
" •••• human beings, structured and functioning organ-
ically alike, subjected at birth and in early infancy 
to many broadly common types of experie~ce, and grow-
ing up inevitably dependent on each other, develop a · 
roughly similar set of cravings." · 
To the extent that the culture supports or frustrates 
these needs, to the extent th0t its rhythms coincide or 
disagree with the general pattern of human behavior, to 
that extent can the culture be considered satisfactory and 
self-repairing, or unsatisfactory and subject to possible 
change or breakdown. 
In the appraisal of Russian social education against 
Lynd 1 s criteria of "human c~tavings," the writer wishes to 
stress that all categorizing and assigmnem:. of qualities, 
characteristics and traits is done with the intention of 
simplifying the material handled and is by no means an 
attempt to establish clearly-drawn lines or to set up a 
clean-cut logical interdependence of the parts. The 
material upon which the inferences are based is in itself 
only suggestive, not capable of dictating inescapable con-
clusions. Part of the material available has been from 
decrees and orders issued at the top of the authoritarian 
pyramid, and is consequently subject to considerable vari-
ation in execution. Other material has been based upon 
remonstrances of these officials and their subordinates 
uttered when they saw attitudes and behavior not in accord 
with their directions. Much of the material does appear 
valid, and that which has been used has been carefully 
selected because it expresses a dominant theme in the ob-
jectives and practices of the schools. The present org-
anization of' the material is an attempt uto see order in 
1/ 
the disorderly sequences of' daily living,"- and any 
attempt to read into these conclusions a close logical 
interrelationship would show disregard 'for the actual in-
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consistencies that are much nearer the true picture, but of' 
such scope and diversity as to defy handling in any but the 
most minute investigation. 
Lynd 1 s first criterion is that the society must satis-
fy the craving of' the human personality '~o live not too 
far from its own physical and emotional rhythm." The Russ-
ian school as a whole would appear to fulfill this require-
ment to a considerable extent. It mirrors a society char-
acterized by the release of' new-found energies and abundant 
national enthusiasm. The increasing tempo at which means 
of' production are being mastered and new techniques being 
learned seems to suit a society in the process of' a revol-
utionary material change. To v1hat extent the imposition of 
the dogma of' "scientific socialism" on the inquiry and 
!/up. cit., p. 118 (Quotations following, if not specif-
Ically acknowledged, are from Chapter v, PP• 180-201, of 
this work.) 
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findings in the 'sciences conflicts with this release of , 
energy is difficult to determine. It is possible, however, 
that this can become an area of increasing tension as the 
gap between experimental results and predetermined structure 
widens. It is possible, too, that such tensions will vary 
widely from group to group, e.g., those engaged in exper-
imental work and inquiry of all kinds will have a much hard-
er time reconciling the paradox than will those engaged in 
routine production and co~1sequently more able to co:npart-
mentalize their thinking. 
~he second craving is that of the human personality 
for a sense of growth. Concerning this sense, Lynd says~ 
that the culture suffers from anything "tl:4ft d~nies growth 
or frustrates it erratically or for reasons other than the 
similar needs of growth in others." In this respect, 
because the Soviet school is not too greatly different in 
its methods from any ofuher conventional system, especially 
those of military, preparatory and parochial types, it 
probably provides adequate opportunity for growth in subject 
matter acquisition, except in a few extraordinary cases. 
It does not seem, however, that a system which dictates the 
outcomes of experimental thinking, and holds them strictly 
within a rigid framework can be entirely satisfactory. 
This, again, must be considered with respect to the 
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groups affected. With only the short, unsatisfactory 
period of freedom immediately after the Revolution, and no 
strong tradition on the part of the great mass of Russians 
toward the assertion of the rights of the individual, what 
seems to us a gross inadequacy may not be equally opprob-
rious to them. We consider one of the aspects of growth to 
be the increased ability of the individual to make his own 
Choices, reach his own conclusions independent of anything 
but correction for logical error, and to widen tl~e scope 
of his ability to govern his own actions. This concept of 
growth has been developed over a period of 175 years in 
which the bases of democracy have steadily been broadened, 
despite many shortcomings, temporary reverses and miscon-
ceptions of the democratic method. 
This growth of democracy has given rise to a faith in 
the ability of a people to govern themselves in a democrat-
ic fashion, if only they are not pppressed. It even goes 
so far as to assume that democracy is the ultimate goal of 
human achievement. A much more honest appraisal of demo-
cracy's place as a means of ordering human life would be 
to state that under certain conditions it can be possible. 
The conditions which foster it do not seem strong in any 
area of the Russian population. Therefore, it seems safe 
to say that the lack of democracy in their educational 
methods, although it is repugnant to us, may not be felt 
as keenly or may be compensated for in scme other way by 
them. 
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"The human personality craves to do things involving 
the felt sense of fairly immediate meaning." This craving 
seems quite adequately satisfied by the Russ,ian school 
because of the need for it to turn out specialists in every 
line, and the need for immediate use of everything these 
specialists produce. Even just after the revolution, when 
the education consisted in the main of learning bamc 
skills, the sense of immediate need was supplied by the 
need for widespread literacy. The Five Year Plans, the 
late world war, and now the "external threat 11 have all 
helped to supply the sense of need and the larger task is 
quite directly tied into the smaller, for example, the 
relating of the study of Marxist-Leninis history to the 
present state of the nations surrounding Russia. 
'lhe craving for "physical and psychological security" 
would, on a comparative ba~is, be more than adequately 
satisfied as far as the school is concerned. There is no 
doubt of the much greater ability of the schools and the 
society as a whole to care for the physical welfare of the 
children. And within their own particular distribution of 
needs, there apnears, from all evidence available, that 
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the children are being well prepared for their Physical and 
psychological existence as Soviet citizens. As members of 
a world community of nations, however; their international 
outlook is being stunted and distorted and their social 
education does not result in a realistic appraisal of their 
own position in relation to that of others in the world. 
The craving for· 11 optionai insecurity" must be stifled 
under an authoritarian regime. The accent is on complete 
success or complete failure according to whether or not 
the individual meets the established standards. 1here is 
no longer, as there was under the progressive system, the 
possibility of attempting something the results of which 
may be measured in experience alone. Experience unde'r the 
present system is valuable only to the extent to which it 
contributes toward attaining the established goals. Also in 
a system which demands that results conform to its dogma, 
the unknown and unpredictable is frowned upon. "Scientific 
socialism" has provided the answers and any departure from 
its methods and solutions will not bring the credit which is 
one objective ot taking risks. It would seem that education, 
especially, would suffer in this area, because the taking 
of optional risks would have to be shifted over into less 
dangerous and controversial fields having purely physical 
I 
outcomes, experiments which require no interpretation. 
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"As a(corollary of the preceding, /Says Lyn9_1 the 
human personality craves the expression of its capacities 
through rivalry and competition, with the resulting recog-
nition of status •••• " This recognition of status is being 
accorded more attention than previously. The reestablish-
ment of marks, the dressing of school children in uniforms 
and the awarding of certificates of proficiency together 
with either gold or si·lver medals cater to rivalry and com-
petition. Also, there is the very real award of being 
accredited for admission to the univerSities and technical 
schools. 
The personality craves also for "human mutuality, the 
sharing of purposes, feeling and action with others." 
Little need be said on this point except that it is prac-
tically self-evident from the history of the past 35 years 
that the Soviet people and their schools share a close 
common bond. There are certainly many points of tension and 
disagreement, but on the whole, and despite the fact that to 
an outsider, the Russian objectives seem unattainable and 
even in many cases undesirable, there can be seen and sensed 
a very real sharing of activity and purpose. This extends 
from the general culture down into the· school, an:l in the 
latter is emphasized strongly in the stress on collective 
living, cooperative work, etc. The personal goals put 
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forward for recognition of status are those for accomplish-
ments which aid in the attainment of the collective goal. 
"The human personality craves coherence in the di-
rection and meanir~ of the behavior to which it entrusts 
itself in the same or different areas of its experience. 
Contradictions and unresolved conflicts within the rules 
it learns from the cultura create tensions and hinder 
functional satisfaction." One of the harsh realities of 
mass education is the fact that in the field of social 
studies es.pecially, the training of youth is much more 
toward perpetuating the contradictions and unresolved con-
fl1cts than toward eliminating them or their causes. It 
is safe to say, from the predominant theme of authoritarian-
ism which runs through Russian education, that the social 
outcomes, if they coincide with the practices and objectives, 
will accentuate the discords already present in the society. 
To the extent that it does this it detracts from the self-
repairing ability of the culture. This aspect Should not 
be emPhasized with disregard for the ability of the average 
student to shrug off things which seem contradictory and 
paradoxical. YJe can point here to our own distinction 
betwe.,;n "the practical" and "the theoretical." And it 
must be remembered that the Russian people have been· 
subjected to centuries of such contradictions, and may 
• 
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possibly look upon them as a necessary evil of the society, 
as we appear willing to accept the inevitable inequalities 
of our own system. It is one thing to say that these 
contradictions exist in Russian education, but quite another 
thing to appraise their effects on the behavior of the cit-
izens whom this education turns out. 
"But the human personality also craves a sense of 
freedom and diversity in living that gives expression to its 
many areas of spontaniety without sacrificing unduly its 
corresponding need for a basic integration of continuities." 
This of course varies with the capacity of the individual 
to express himself spontaneously and with the intensity and 
peculiarity of such a desire. It is probably much too 
early in the history of the Soviet Russian state and Soviet 
education for such a desire to be of so widespread a nature 
as to make it noticable. There are no doubt individuals 
upon whom the weight of authority presses especially heav-
1/ 
ily. Gorky- in a tirade against writers not wholly in 
sympathy with the revolution and the 11 socialist construction," 
speaks of a man losing ~sight of his true social and cult-
ural function," by giving "free rein to the ancient Ihil-
istine individualism that is latent in him. 11 
But until the tremendous demand for creative energy in 
!/Maxim Gorky, Culture and the People, International Pub-
Tishers, New York, 1939,-p: ~ 
I 
~ 
the economic and other areas of the new Russian state is 
no longer greater than the ability to meet it (as was our 
own situation during the depression), then it seems safe 
to say that the present practices will be satisfactory to 
the general mass of educators and pupils. It is against 
this desire for spontaniety and diversity of expression 
that the insulation from other cultures is directed. One 
great obstacle to its development is the feeling of sup-· 
eriority which their social studies aim to inculcate. 
It seems likely that the ability of this particular 
system of authoritarian thought control to maintain itself 
will be determined by the strength of conflicting ideol-
ogies within itself and by the extent to which tt is 
influenced by conflicting ideologies from outside. It can 
be argued that the similar system of the Church during the 
Middle Ages lasted for centuries before its dominance came 
to an end. But aside from the apparent similarities 
(rigid thought control, promise of utopia, supordination 
of the individual, etc.), there are acute differences 
such as the influence of modern science, the existence of 
powerful and antagonistic political forces of other gov-
ernments, the spread of literacy, and many other factors 
which may work agSinst the complete dominance of this 
system of authority. 
""·· 
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The inference which can be drawn frma the above 
evidence is that the Soviet system of social education, 
despite its offensiveness to an individual reared under a 
relatively democratic system, is on the whole quite well 
adapted to the culture. This is especially apparent when 
one realizes that the attempt to introduce democratic 
methods was not only short-lived, but was superceded by a 
regression to much the same type of controls which had 
existed before the revolution. The situation at the present 
is possibly what it would have been had the Tsaris t govern-
ment done an efficient job of establishing a strong auto-
cratic state, and had it considered education a necessity 
for the power of such a state. 
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